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The Automated In-Row Weed Trimmer, or AIRWT, is a weed removal system designed to be used
in vineyards in order to enable safe and efficient removal of weeds while preventing damage to
the vines. The goal of the system is to reduce the need for the use of manual labor and herbicides
while improving production rates of grapes by automating the weed removal process at vineyards.
By implementing an automated system for weed removal, the team aims to resolve ethical issues in
food production, primarily those surrounding human labor, environmental friendliness, and social
sustainability. The focus of this report is to explore in depth the AIRWT system concept as well as
its subsystems, in addition to reviewing its product development cycle.
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Weeds in organic vineyards compete with crops for water and nutrients; they are addition-
ally expensive and labor-intensive to remove. An automated weed removal system would reduce
the need for the use of manual labor and herbicides while improving crop production rates. Non-
organic vineyards utilize chemical methods (such as herbicides) to deal with weeds. These methods
are a more cost and time effective means of dealing with weeds compared to current non-chemical
methods (such as hand hoeing, cultivating, and mowing) due to the simplicity of its execution.
With herbicides, a vineyard owner can quickly make rounds through the rows, spraying in general
vicinities with confidence in the method’s thoroughness. In addition, spraying is much less manu-
ally taxing than pulling out the weeds by hand as all that needs to be done is essentially point and
shoot. This allows herbicides to be used in a variety of terrain, such as hillsides, where a worker
rather than a whole vehicle can simply walk down the row spraying.
However, automated devices are also beginning to play an increasingly larger role in society.
By implementing automated solutions in the agriculture industry, these devices will address several
societal and ethical issues, including meeting the demands of an ever-increasing population, reduc-
ing the need for intensive human labor, and limiting negative environmental impacts for increased
sustainability.
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Figure 1.1: An example of how serious of a problem weeds can become in vineyards. Image
open sourced from http://a-la-recherche-du-vin.typepad.com/rouge_bleu/ without
permission.
1.2 Literature Review
While research on technology for weeding in the agricultural industry exists, there was little
research specifically on automated in-row weeders and even less on hillside weeders. Therefore,
the team approached this project through general research of techniques used to weed vineyards
and focused on automated technology used in the agriculture industry. Starting from a broad
overview of weeding in vineyards and narrowing the focus to specific technologies used for weed
removal, the team’s research helped to discover what has been done in the past, what methods were
being implemented, and how the project would proceed.
In addition to herbicides and mulching, the combination of in-row line cutting, tilling, and cul-
tivation had been a method of weed suppression for some time. Results of this has suggested that
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Figure 1.2: The kinds of heavy-duty sprayers used for removing weeds in vine-
yards. Image open sourced from https://encrypted-tbn2.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:
ANd9GcTHH2zhg3UsbfaJ9efhJEYHMrZ0RIMpqTr5jCc_LMGpyL8KDmns without permission.
twice-yearly row cultivation resulted in a comparable yield to herbicide spraying and mulching,
with all having a significantly higher yield than a control. However, it was found that these methods
had only been performed successfully on flat terrain; on a hillside, tilling and cultivation encour-
ages ground erosion, mulching has a tendency to fall down hill. On top of this, certain herbicides
are not allowed for an organic farm, and it is likely because of this that no studies were found
regarding the optimal method for organic hillside weed removal. After researching some case
studies, the team realized that the real challenge to creating an automated weed removal systems
would be distinguishing the weed from the crop. The team decided to utilize a discriminate weed
identification method, one that would identify weeds individually, in order to ensure accuracy of
the device. Based on the previous studies, it was determined that the team would be best suited
utilizing an Arduino with a task-based approach for a controller.
”Down On the Robofarm” explores how autonomous robots, or agribots, can and should be ap-
plied in agriculture. Crow claims that these robots will need to be able to do three things: navigate,
interpret the farm, and help the farmer through weeding, applying chemicals, or harvesting.[1]
The team’s research showed that the real challenge to automated weed removal systems has
been distinguishing the weed from the crop. It was also discovered that weed elimination would
greatly impact the production of several types of crops and would lead to less of a need for herbi-
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Crow provides his solution to getting rid of the weeds: a weed laser gun. This article sites
the use of vision systems as the detections method. There are a number of different developing
technologies discussed that are being used to automate the agriculture business, and this leads to
the discussion on the effects of added technology. According to Crow, labor is one of the largest
costs in farming, on average forty two percent of production expenses on US farms are spent on
labor. Potentially, the development of a system used in the vineyard could be adapted for other
crops. This source highlighted the opportunity and business potential of creating a device that
would be applicable to such a large market. This source was found on EBSCO Host, through the
Santa Clara University Library website.
Practical Arduino [. . . ][2] was a book that the team considered using in order to learn more
about basic program with the Arduino. Although the team hoped to use an Edison to implement
the project, it was expected that learning how to interface with a microprocessor like Arduino
would allow the team to familiarize and easily switch to the Edison when it arrived. The team also
needed to learn how to use the Arduino language with a practical, task-based approach, how to
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communicate with various complicated decoding, and how to connect and use the hardware and
integrated circuits with the Arduino.
This book runs through projects, including: home automation, automotive, communication,
and instrumentation, which was relevant to the project programming needs. This source also pro-
vided information on how to communicate with sensors, GPS modules that connect the Arduino
to WiFi, and much more complicated decoding. Most importantly, the book focused on learning
how to connect and use the hardware and integrated circuits with the Arduino. Getting experience
in building an automated system and testing it before the prototype was built was very important,
so the skills learned from projects done in the book were thought to be vital to the success of our
programming and controls system. This book was suggested to the team by an electrical engineer
working for Insitu, Inc. and the team looked more into the specific projects it teaches online.
Found in the EBSCO Host database, Laser Zentrum Hannover and Leibniz Universitat Han-
nover’s Biosystems and Horticultural Engineering faculty[3] developed a robot that can zap weeds.
The robot employs a laser system that uses 35 Joules of energy to kill individual weeds. Weeds
are identified through a stereo camera system that positions the laser with respect to the weed. In
greenhouse conditions, the robot had an accuracy of +3.4mm. According to the article, the robot
is able to go from plant to plant quickly, however, not many specifics were given. Initial results
lead scientists to believe that these weed killing robots could be released on large farms, enabling
them to sweep fields and kill weeds individually.
This article was not as helpful as anticipated because it did not give hard data on the capabilities
and performance of the robot. Additionally, more information on how the stereo camera detected
and identified weeds from crops would have been of interest to the team. The team decided to
utilize a discriminate weed identification method, one that would identify weeds individually.
Weigle and Carroll’s production guide[4] to growing organic grapes was cited on Washington
State University’s Viticulture and Enology page listed under Organic Vineyard Management.
The report gives extensive discussion in many areas of vineyard management focusing on cul-
tural and pest management practices. Although the report covers topics that have an impact on
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improving plant health and pest prevention, the source recognizes that there are limited pest man-
agement products available for use in organic farms. There is an entire section on weed man-
agement and the report goes into the specifics of the importance of in-row weeds. Although the
majority of the report is not on weeding of vineyards specifically, the section on weed management
heavily stressed how in-row weeds affect the production of grapes. not only during the spring and
winter, but throughout the summer, and critical during bloom until veraison. There are specific
cultivation depths given for in-row weed management.
It was determined that in-row weeds must be reduced because in addition to improving pro-
duction, removing the weeds would also help with rodent control.
1.3 Project Objectives
The Automated In-Row Weed Trimmer (AIRWT) seeks to reduce the need for manual labor
and herbicides while improving production rates of grapes by automating the weed removal process
at vineyards. By implementing an automated system for weed removal, the product aimed to
resolve ethical issues in food production, primarily current problems surrounding human labor,
environmental friendliness, and social sustainability.
The original project specifications, as defined by the customer use case, required that the final
prototype achieve the following:
• Attain comparable performance levels to flat-plane weed removal mechanisms when func-
tioning on sloped/terraced vineyards
• Function completely under electric power sourced from environmentally friendly resources
• Propose a significant value proposition compared to competitive products
• Achieve true fire and forget (fully autonomous) functionality, and perform consistently with-
out the need of supervision
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• Remain adaptable for different environments including but not limited to different terrain,
elevations, weather conditions, and vineyard sizes
Arguably the most important functionality of the AIRWT system is its ability to perform con-
sistently on sloped and terraced environments. At the start of this project, there were no mechanical
systems, automated or otherwise, that could perform weed removal on sloped environments. The
closest competitors to the AIRWT system were conventional automated in-row tillers and mow-
ers, which could only operate on flat land. By focusing on the ability to function in sloped and
terraced environments, the AIRWT presented a large value proposition to vineyards by offering a
two-in-one weed removal solution.
In addition, conventional automated in-row tillers and mowers required significant capital and
operating expenses to run. As a result, this left only the most well-established of vineyards able to
afford the operation of such machinery, putting smaller vineyards at a significant disadvantage.
At the largest disadvantage are organic vineyards, which are barred from using herbicides as a
weed removal method. As a result, small organic vineyards are constrained to resorting to man-
power to remove weeds, which is both a time-consuming and labor-intensive process; any time
focused on weed removal for these vineyards is time lost to other vital activities, including infras-
tructure development and crop management.
With these constraints in mind, the AIRWT was designed with small organic vineyards as a
primary user base. Noting that an increasing number of startup vineyards are turning to organic
farming methods, AIRWT provides a cost-effective, scalable weed removal solution that eliminates
the need for herbicides and manpower. This furthers AIRWT’s value proposition, and separates it
from the competition as a cutting-edge, environmentally-conscious food production solution.
Given the nine month time frame of the project, this iteration of the AIRWT system served as a
proof of concept of the retraction/extension mechanism on sloped terrain. The autonomous vehicle
and cloud based system that would allow for fully autonomous functionality are features that will
be added during future iterations of the project. The fully autonomous vehicle would most likely
be an existing RSL rover that the AIRWT system can simply be mounted on. The vehicle’s path
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would be controlled by a cloud based app that the user can simply setup once on a smartphone.
These two features are beyond the scope of this project in both time and engineering knowledge as
they are more electrical engineering based.
With the previously mentioned limitations in mind, the main goals for this proof of concept
iteration now become:
1. Attain comparable performance levels to flat-plane weed removal mechanisms when func-
tioning on sloped/terraced vineyards
2. Function completely under electric power sourced from environmentally friendly resources
3. Propose a significant value proposition compared to competitive products
By the end of the project’s timeline, as shown in Appendix J, this iteration of the AIRWT
system was only able to accomplish goals 2 and 3. Goal 1 has theoretically been achieved but time
constraints and unforeseen mechanical limitations, which will be discussed later on in this report,





Appendix Figure N.1 shows a graphical representation of the AIRWT system. Labeled are
the major components. The connections represent how the components interact with each other.
Green connections represent signals coming out of the microprocessor or power supply. Orange
connections represent signals coming into the microprocessor.
2.2 System Level Requirements
Based on market segment needs, the team determined the following system requirements to be
explored in the design process:
1. Development of the AIRWT as a standalone system, meaning that the system functions
without the need of a tractor and power take-off unit
2. An automated weed removal mechanism
3. System functionality on sloped/terraced environments
4. An electric power source
5. Adaptable mounts for scale-up/scale-out opportunities as well as adaptation for different
agriculture sectors
6. Maintain a system cost of under $2,500
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2.3 Functional Analysis
Given the system level requirements, the AIRWT system was developed with the following
seven key components:
1. Retraction mechanism
2. Weed removal attachment
3. Mounting vehicle
4. Sensor
5. Microcontroller and supporting electronics/software
6. Main housing
The retraction mechanism facilitates the lateral movement of the device. Paired in conjunction
with the sensor, microcontroller, and supporting electronics/software, the retraction mechanism
enables the safe removal of weeds and prevents any harm to the vines.
The weed removal attachment serves to trim the weed during the operation cycle (per request
of the customer), and draws power from the onboard power source.
The mounting vehicle consists of a push cart with a wooden deck affixed to it, and provides the
base on which all other components are attached to.
The sensor is attached externally to the housing, and protrudes a certain distance from the
edge of the device. If the sensor makes contact with a vine during the cultivation process, then
it will detect resistance and work in conjunction with the retraction mechanism, microcontroller,
and supporting electronics/software to facilitate movement of the retraction mechanism in such a
manner that will enable the safe removal of weeds and prevent any harm to the vines.
The microcontroller and supporting electronics/software are used in conjunction with the re-
traction mechanism and sensor to facilitate movement of the retraction mechanism in such a man-
ner that will enable the safe removal of weeds and prevent any harm to the vines. Software for the
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microcontroller has been developed so that it will receive sensor resistance as input, and output
movement commands for the retraction mechanism. In addition, the electronics subsystem include
all power sources to supply power to both the cutting tool and electronics.
The main housing serves as an enclosure for hosting all subsystems as well as provide an
attachment point for those subsystems that will be mounted externally.
A functional flow block diagram of this device may be seen in Figure A.1 of the Appendix.
2.4 Customer Needs
The AIRWT team’s customer owns a small organic vineyard; a majority of which vineyard
rests on a hillside. When consulting this customer, the three most paramount design requirements
were determined to be
1. Fully or semi-automated weed removal system
2. Weed removal via trimming
3. System functionality on sloped/terraced environments.
Currently, the customer hires a team of seven workers, paid at a rate of $15 an hour, working
for eight hours a day for two to three weeks on end. By automating the trimming process, herbicide
use and manual labor expenses could be greatly reduced.
For this initial use case, the team considered the use of the mechanism itself, and did not
integrate it with an autonomous vehicle as depicted in Figure 2.1. Ideally, the operation of the
mechanism will be observed by a skilled operator or foreman, who will have the ability to cease
operation of the device via the emergency kill switch.
2.5 Benchmarking and Competitive Analysis
The existing competition for the AIRWT ranges from semi-autonomous joystick-controlled
rotary tillers to fully automated solutions. Competitive products that have a fully automated retrac-
tion subsystem, like the Kimco Manufacturing Model 9300 and Pellnec Tournesol, are extremely
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Figure 2.1: Artist’s impression of a concept AIRWT system in operation on a vineyard.
costly, and may be priced upwards of $20,000. Even less costly semi-autonomous solutions like
the WeedBadger Model 4000 and the Falconero Frese carry MSRP’s of more than $6,000 new. Fur-
thermore, all of the aforementioned solutions require a diesel-powered tractor and power take-off
unit to operate, introducing even more operating costs.
Such pricing places these units out of reach for many small vineyard owners; as a result, they
are not able to remain competitive with larger operations. Moreover, the introduction of a tractor
and power take-off unit will only aggravate the situation for small vineyards, as owners must now
account for the additional operating expenses for fuel and maintenance. As a result, the team has
placed a cost cap on the AIRWT system at $2,500 to create a segment-leading value proposition.
From a sustainability perspective, all existing solutions are leaving a largely negative impact
on the environment as the reliance on a tractor only means more emissions (and thus aggravating
pollution). Currently, the AIRWT system is the only fully electric and near zero-emissions system.
This is a near zero-emissions system because the only pollution the AIRWT generates are resid-
ual emissions from the power plant that the system will ultimately draw power from (to recharge
the batteries). However, the team’s ultimate vision is for a fully green solution, with the system
drawing power from renewable sources (i.e., wind, water, solar).
Furthermore, the AIRWT system is currently the only semi-autonomous or autonomous sys-
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tem to whose goal is to function on sloped/terraced environments and in tight spaces. All of the
AIRWT’s competitors function solely on flat-lands as they are designed with very limited mobility;
the sheer bulk of these systems also prevent proper operation on smaller vineyards as well.
The datum the team intended the AIRWT to achieve or surpass can be found in the PDS in the
Appendix.
2.6 Performance Optimization
The primary system performance characteristics to be optimized are the accuracy and seedling
spread, followed by the weight, fuel consumption, and the cost. Seedling spread is the scattering
of the weed seeds due to the rotation of the cutting head. To ensure that the weeds are thoroughly
removed, the AIRWT system must achieve high accuracy rate; the accuracy rate will be bench-
marked against a human worker (who will completely treat an area of weeds).
During initial research, the team determined that seedling spread appeared to be an important
factor dictating system accuracy. However, upon further discussion with the customer, the team
determined that seedling spread was not an important factor in the design of the system.
The concept scoring of the proximity sensor shown in Appendix A, Figure A.1 indicated that
using a sensor arm would be the most viable for this subsystem due to its quick and easy design.
While the visual and thermal recognition sensors have comparable accuracies, their complexities
would have severely restricted the progression of the product development cycle.
The higher speed weighting shown in Figure A.5 contrasts with the lower speed rating of the
overall system shown in Figure A.1. This is because having a slower sensor would greatly prolong
the overall execution time, enough to make the AIRWT too inefficient.
The retraction mechanism subsystem will facilitate the lateral movement of the device. Paired
in conjunction with the sensor, microcontroller, and supporting electronics and software, the re-
traction mechanism will enable the safe removal of weeds and prevent any harm to the vines; this
dictated a need for a highly responsive retraction mechanism as any harm to the vines would de-
feat the purpose of the AIRWT system. The responsiveness should prevent any contact between
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the system (other than the sensor arm) and the vines.
Next in importance for this device is the speed and response time of the retraction mechanism;
the faster the system is able to perform a single extension/retraction operation, the faster the system
will complete one cycle of operation.
By ranking the relative importance of a set of criteria, evaluation of different power supplies
was analyzed. The majority of the power will be used to drive the weed removal mechanism and
linear retraction mechanism. An ideal power supply would be light, cheap, and supply sufficient
power to the system. The most important criterion of the power supply was that it was able to
provide the power necessary to drive the system. A light-weight power supply would help with the
overall design of the device because a lighter overall design will perform better on steep slopes.
To make our design competitive to others in the field, minimizing costs is essential. The pollution
during operation would ideally be minimized, although the unit is small, so environmental effects
would be minimal compared to the large tractors that are operated on flat terrain. Any extra equip-
ment or fuel necessary to operate the power supply was considered to be a slightly negative factor
because it would take up space and weight. Noise was not considered an important factor to base
the selection of the power supply because the device will operate autonomously, far from humans.
2.7 System Options and Trade-offs
The final specifications achieved in the AIRWT prototype were a result of several trade-offs
during exploration of system options. These decisions were made primarily in light of the design
restraints of timing, cost, product vision, and customer requirements.
2.7.1 Timing
In any product development cycle, timing is often a large constraint when it comes to creating
a go to market solution, and a nine month product development cycle placed certain restrictions on
product scope of the the AIRWT system. The team determined early on that the development and
integration of an autonomous mounting vehicle with a robotic weed removal mechanism was not
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achievable in this timeframe. As a result, the decision was made to utilize a manual push-cart as
the mounting vehicle so that the team could concentrate on developing an effective robotic weed
removal system. However, this does not impact the system’s operating cost, as a fully automated
system requires a human supervisor during operation as well.
2.7.2 Cost
A budget of $2,500 placed severe limitations on how the team sourced its parts and manufac-
tured its components. Coupled with a tight time constraint, the team deemed it best to acquire as
many off the shelf parts as possible. This not only reduced cost, but also kept time spent in custom
fabrication to a bare minimum and ensured proper fitting of components, as the team utilized a
variety of standard components.
The budget also dictated the need for several trade-offs around the retraction mechanism. Early
in the concept generation process, the team explored the use of gearing and hydraulic components
to achieve cutting implement extension/retraction. However, noting the high cost of these compo-
nents, the team decided to pursue the most cost-effective solution of using a linear actuator, which
could also be paired with off the shelf mounts, supports, batteries, and so on.
2.7.3 Product Vision
During concept generation, the team also explored the possibility of using a small gas engine
coupled to a power take-off unit as a power source for the AIRWT system. However, upon further
examination of the product vision for an environmentally-sustainable system, the team elected to
use rechargeable batteries as the system’s power source.
Furthermore, the product vision of an autonomous system required the use of a sensor system.
The team examined several options, including optical methods; however, to reduce complexity
and cost as well as achieve a faster go-to-market time, the team elected to implement an electro-
mechanical force sensor with a beam and potentiometer.
In addition, the product vision for an adaptable system dictated the need for easily removable
mounts in order to attach linear actuators and cutting implements of different sizes and types.
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2.7.4 Customer Requirements
The team’s customer requested that the system remove weeds via trimming. As a result, the
team did not explore cultivator and tiller attachments for the AIRWT system. Instead, the team was
able to adapt an off the shelf electric weed whacker for this particular application. This reduced
both cost and time spent in custom fabrication; included with the weed whacker was a rechargeable
battery, which the team integrated into the prototype.
The customer also requested that the system function on a sloped/terraced environment. This
resulted in the team designing a 3 degree of freedom plane system utilizing several pivot points on
the system to achieve maximum mobility, especially at flat to sloped transition areas.
2.8 Risks and Mitigations
The inclusion of any destructive device in a system always dictates that the proper safety mea-
sures be taken to prevent any unintentional harm. The obvious destructive device in this system
was the cutting tool. The team was and still is committed to safe and proper handling of this
subsystem during assembly and thus chose to completely enclose the cutting tool in this design to
prevent the possibility of an accident during operation.
A secondary concern was unintentional harm to the vines. If the sensor happened to fail without
warning, then the system could have damaged the vines. In light of this possibility, the team elected
to include a manual override switch to prevent the possibility of unintended crop damage. The
switches consisted of two flip switches, red for the cutting head and blue for the linear actuator. In
addition to these two flip switches, an E-stop push button was implemented to cut the power to the
entire system, cutting head and linear actuator in all.
2.9 Timeline
The complete timeline for this project may be reviewed in the Appendix G. Anticipated time
issues included the ordering of parts, which were expected to require several weeks of lead time if
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being shipped from overseas. While the team made every effort to source locally available parts,
ultimately the product development budget dictated where the parts were obtained.
During planning for the product development cycle, the team reserved at least two weeks of
development time to test the concept system with the primary customer. Once testing was com-
plete, team had some time to make improvements on the performance of the system in light of the
datum collected during testing.
2.10 Design Process
The AIRWT project followed a traditional market-pull product development process, meaning
that a customer need dictated the design and development of the system. The ”front-end process”
of this cycle may be broken down into the following steps:
1. Identifying customer needs
2. Benchmarking of competitive products and economic analysis




7. Setting final specifications
8. Development/refinement of prototype
9. Testing and evaluation of prototype
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2.10.1 Identifying customer needs
The first step of the product development process, and perhaps the most vital, was determining
the customer use case and requirements. As discovered, the team’s customer had several particular
requirements somewhat unique to his vineyard.
2.10.2 Benchmarking of competitive products and economic analysis
Knowing the customer needs, the team began to explore what was currently available to the
customer to use, as well as performing a cost-benefit analysis on each available solution. As no
product on the market today was able to achieve the customer’s requirements, the team found an
opportunity to develop a new product.
2.10.3 Establishing target specifications
Immediately, the team was able to set several qualitative target specifications, including the
capability to function on a sloped/terraced environment and a sub $5000 price point. After re-
examining the customer needs and the team’s mission statement, more target specifications were
set including the need for a rechargeable battery, retracting arm, and sensor system.
2.10.4 Concept generation
After establishing the target specifications, the team explored several system concepts, which
included different systems of retraction, various mechanisms for trimming, and several methods of
force sensing.
2.10.5 Concept selection
The team then proceeded to examine all concepts, and rate each system based on feasibility,
cost, and weighted importance of certain target specifications. This selection process was repeated
until all but one concept was eliminated from the pool.
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2.10.6 Concept testing
The selected concept was then tested against the target specifications to determine whether it
could adequately achieve the desired levels of performance. Where the team deemed the concept
system lacking, components were revised and improved; in addition, several system options were
explored and trade-off analyses were performed, leading to the development of the final specifica-
tions
2.10.7 Setting final specifications
Based on the revised and improved concept, the team set its final specifications and compared
it to the target specifications. Deeming the final specifications to be within acceptable range of the
target specifications, the team proceeded to design, manufacture, and source parts for prototype
assembly.
2.10.8 Development/refinement of prototype
After determining the final specifications and design requirements, the team proceeded to de-
sign and develop a prototype. In this stage of the development cycle, several adjustments were
made to the system to enhance mobility and usability.
2.10.9 Testing and evaluation of prototype
Upon completion of prototype development, the team proceeded to perform testing and evalu-
ation of the system to determine how closely the AIRWT was able to match the final specifications
and the target specifications. The development/refinement and testing/evaluation process was an
iterative one, as the team made improvements in areas that weren’t immediately within the target
specifications.
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2.11 Team and Project Management
The team ensured that the delegation of duties was fair and even; all projects and deliverables
were viewed as collaborative efforts, with the expectation that all team members would contribute
and assist in driving the project to a successful resolution. Activity reports were completed at
the end of each week to judge each team members performance and level of involvement in the
project; any notable disproportionality in team members hours vested into the project were subject
to review by the teams managers and the team managers could have elected to leverage penalties
or increase the workload(s) of the offender(s).
The product development team’s terms and conditions may be observed in Figure O.1.
2.12 Team Member Roles
Joshua Baculi was one of the co-leaders of this team and primarily worked on the product
design for the AIRWT project, as well as the dynamics and control aspects of the project.
Gaston Young was the other co-leader of the team who is working towards a 5-year BS/MS
with a controls and dynamics emphasis, and as such primarily worked on the mechatronics and
control aspects of the AIRWT project.
Tyler Castrucci lead FEM simulation analysis for the AIRWT system as well as assisted in
mechanism design. In addition, he brought valuable knowledge of vineyards to the team as his
family owns Castrucci Vineyards.
Joshua Ding has a strong emphasis in mechanism and product design. After taking MECH
275, hes experienced a three month product development cycle and brought valuable product de-
sign expertise to the team on top of his software development experience. In addition, Joshua
enrolled in the 5 year BS/MS program with an emphasis in Mechanical Design.
Marit Knapp has experience in robotics and has worked in the prototyping lab of a small Un-
manned Aircraft Vehicle company. She has a strong emphasis in mechatronics as well as controls





The retraction mechanism subsystem facilitates extension and retraction of the weed removal
attachment subsystem; it interfaces with all electrical and mechanical subsystems in the AIRWT
and physically conjoins the mounting vehicle subsystem and weed removal attachment subsystem.
3.2 Subsystem Components
The retraction mechanism subsystem consists of the following components:
1. Linear Actuator (red arrow)
2. Retracting arm mount (blue arrow)
3. Elevated base mount (green arrow)
3.3 Subsystem Options and Trade-Offs
3.3.1 Linear Actuator
During initial concept selection, the team explored options of gearing systems and hydraulic
components to achieve extension and retraction. However, in depth analysis revealed the high cost
and intricate complexities of such systems; furthermore, the time constraint preventing the team
from developing a gear or hydraulic-based extension/retraction mechanism. As a result, the team
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Figure 3.1: Front view of the AIRWT system on a slope with arrows emphasizing the retraction
mechanism.
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needed a standalone retraction system and a linear actuator was deemed to be the best component
to fill this role.
3.3.2 Retracting Arm Mount
The team initially designed a pair of custom retracting arm mounts. However, after consulting
with an experienced machinist, it was determined that it would take approximately six hours to
fabricate the mount. Therefore, to limit time spent in custom fabrication, and to ensure a perfect
fit with the linear actuator, the team elected to purchase the retracting arm mount (which is offered
as a complementary unit to the linear actuator).
3.3.3 Elevated Base Mount
When virtually designing the components in SolidWorks CAD, the team observed interference
between the linear actuator and the mounting vehicle deck at certain nonuniform slopes, meaning
that the weed removal attachment subsystem and mounting vehicle subsystems are traversing dif-
ferent grades. To promote better mobility, the team chose to elevate the retracting arm mount by
1.5 inches, allowing more degrees of rotation around the retracting arm mount.
3.4 Design Methodology and Prototyping Results
3.4.1 Linear Actuator
As the customer spaces his vines between four and five feet apart on each side, it was imperative
for the team to choose a linear actuator that was capable of fully reaching into the row on extension.
Noting that the diameter of the cutting area was 12 inches, a linear actuator with an extension reach
of 18 inches would suffice for this application. The 18 inch retraction would allow for the cutting
diameter to completely avoid the vine if it were already 6 inches into the row. Figures 3.2 and 3.3
show how the 18 inch stroke allows the AIRWT to avoid an incoming trunk.
All of the linear actuators that the team considered we capable of overcoming a 1,010 pound
back force; it was determined that such a force was unlikely to be encountered in the vineyard
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical position of the cutting head in the row while the linear actuator is fully
extended.




3.4.2 Retracting Arm Mount
The pivot brackets for the linear actuator were bought from the same manufacturer that pro-
vided the linear actuator, and so no designing or testing of the mounts were necessary.
3.4.3 Elevated Base Mount
To remove the interference between the linear actuator and the mounting vehicle deck, the team
determined that a 1.65 inch elevation of the retracting arm mount was needed.
To easily manufacture and assemble the elevated base mount, the team elected to use wood
acquired from a hardware store. The wood was then sawed to size so that it would cover the base
of the retracting arm mount, and drilled so that a bolt could interface and fasten the elevated base





The weed removal attachment subsystem is the ”business end” of the AIRWT system. This is
where the core of the weed removal system occurs.
4.2 Subsystem Components
The weed removal attachment subsystem consists of the following components:
1. Weed Removal Implement (Figure 4.1)
2. Weed Whacker Head Drop Mount (Figure 4.2)
3. Mounting Plate (Figure 4.3)
4. Support Wheels (Figure 4.4)
5. Retracting Arm Mount.
4.2.1 Weed Removal Implement
For this application, the weed removal implement is an off the shelf weed whacker adapted
for the AIRWT system. In conjunction with the weed whacker head drop mount, it is fixed to the
mounting plate.
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Figure 4.1: Underside view of the weed removal implemented as it is mounted onto the mounting
plate.
Figure 4.2: Weed removal implemented fixed to the mounting plate by means of the head drop
mount.
4.2.2 Weed Whacker Head Drop Mount
The weed whacker head drop mount interfaces with the weed whacker head and the mounting
plate to provide stable points of contact so that all three components may securely move as one.
4.2.3 Mounting Plate
The mounting plate provides a base on which the major cutting components as well as sensor
elements are attached to.
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Figure 4.3: Mounting plate with the weed removal attachment components visibly mounted..
Figure 4.4: Support wheel with the elevation block that raised its overall height.
4.2.4 Support Wheels
The support wheels (caster wheels) provide extra mobility for the weed removal attachment
subsystem as it travels in and out of the rows.
4.2.5 Retracting Arm Mount
The retracting arm mount interfaces with the retracting arm (linear actuator) and provides a
degree of freedom for the system, at it is a pivot point. It is the same mount shown in the Retraction
Mechanism section.
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4.3 Subsystem Options and Trade-Offs
4.3.1 Weed removal implement
Based on the customer requirement to remove weeds via trimming, the team did not explore
methods of cultivation of tilling. In the interest of time, rather than custom developing a trimming
system by pairing motors, batteries, and supporting electrical components, the team elected to
purchase an off the shelf weed-whacker and adapt it for use on this particular application.
4.3.2 Weed Whacker Head Drop Mount
During disassembly of the electric weed whacker, the team discovered several potential meth-
ods of utilizing the existing components to attach to the linear actuator. However, upon further
investigation, it was found that the connection points would not be secure and would be prone to
displacement via vibration. As a result, a custom mount was designed and developed to interface
with the weed whacker head. To reduce system complexity and time for custom fabrication, the
team elected to use a simple two-piece design made from readily available 6066-T6 aluminum.
4.3.3 Mounting Plate
The design of the mounting plate required the component to support the linear actuator arm,
weed whacker head, and sensor arm assembly as well as mount the support wheels. In order to
house all of these components and maintain a 12 inch clearance for the cutting diameter, the size
of the plate had to be 2x2 feet.
4.3.4 Support Wheels
In order the to achieve the desired height clearance for the weed whacker, the support wheels
needed to have a sufficiently large diameter. This was to ensure the bottom of the cutting head
would not run into the ground as the AIRWT was being pushed. Also, the wheels needed to be
caster wheels to allow for retraction/extension movement while the system was simultaneously
pushed forward. With the requirement for caster wheels to swivel, there was a limitation on the
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wheel diameter to limit the swivel diameter of the wheels. This was so the wheels would not make
contact with the cutting diameter at any point during their swivel motion.
4.3.5 Retracting Arm Mount
The team initially designed a pair of custom retracting arm mounts, but after consulting with an
experienced machinist, it was determined that it would take approximately six hours to fabricate
the mount. Therefore, to limit time spent in custom fabrication, and to ensure a perfect fit with
the linear actuator, the team elected to purchase the retracting arm mount (which is offered as a
complementary unit to the linear actuator).
4.4 Design Methodology and Prototyping Results
4.4.1 Weed Removal Implement
While disassembling the weed whacker, the team discovered that the head, wires, and battery
could be extracted as one unit, and that the head was actually a two-piece design mated together
with screws. Disassembly of the head allowed removal of the original integrated pivot point (con-
nected to the wiring shaft), which made it possible for the team to create a ”slot” in which a block
could rest; when secured properly, the block would prevent any translation and rotational move-
ment.
4.4.2 Weed Whacker Head Drop Mount
Using the measurements taken from the weed whacker head, the team designed a two-piece
drop mount consisting of
1. Flat mount
2. Head block mount
The flat mount would interface directly with the mounting plate and the head block mount,
while the head block mount would interface directly with the flat mount and weed whacker head.
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For the flat mount, the team was advised to use a 3/8” thick piece of 6066-T6 barstock. To ensure
secure mounting points on the mounting plate, the flat mount was designed to span eight inches in
length and span one inch in width.
When designing the block mount, the team measured the height of the weed whacker head to
determine how to size the height of the block while maintaining a two inch ground clearance on
the head. In addition, the team mounted the width of the slot on the head as well as marked a
center point through which a clearance hole could be drilled through the acrylic pin, block mount,
and head for a fastener. The result was a 2” x 0.75” x 2.25” component machined from 6066-T6
barstock.
The most efficient and cost-effective method of fastening the two-piece mount together was the
use of nuts and bolts. Examining the clearance between the head and mount, the team determined
that the use of a 3/8” bolt would be most beneficial. To standardize all components, the team
elected to use 3/8” bolts at all mounting points of this subsubsystem.
Four holes were drilled into the flat mount - two at the edges and two on either sides of the
center. The holes at the edges would interface with the mounting plate, while the two at the center
would be concentric with the clearance holes drilled into the block mount. An additional hole was
drilled through the face block mount to facilitate fastening of the block mount to the head. All
fasteners on the mount were secured into place, and the entire unit was secured to the mounting
plate.
4.4.3 Mounting Plate
Due to the numerous holes required to be cut into the mounting plate—holes for the wheels,
cutting head clearance, sensor arm swivel, stopping block, etc—wood was elected to be the mount-
ing plate material. This allowed for easy fabrication by laser cutter to cut out all of the holes quickly
and precisely. Birch plywood was purchased in the required 2x2 feet stock. Birch was recom-
mended by the machine shop manager, Don MacCubbin, for its clean laser cutting characteristics
and availability at local wood supplier, Southern Lumber.
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4.4.4 Support Wheels
Due to required height levels, 5 inch diameter caster wheels were purchased and implemented
in the design. With the addition of 1.65 inch elevation blocks between the support wheels and
mounting plate and between the cutting head plate and the mounting plate, the desired 2 inch head
to ground clearance was achieved. Larger wheels (+5 inches in diameter) were not compatible
because larger wheel diameters would lead to larger swivel diameters that would interfere with the
12 inch diameter of the cutting line.
4.4.5 Retracting Arm Mount
The same pivot bracket used to mount the linear actuator to the mounting vehicle was used to
mount it to the mounting plate. The bracket was purchased from ServoCity, the same company
that provided the linear actuator. The bracket was mounted at the geometric center of the triangle
formed between the three cutting wheels. To accomplish this on Solidworks, the four bolt holes
of each wheel were connected by center lines to make a center point at the intersections. There
were three center points in all, one for each wheel. Next, each center point was connected to form
a triangle by centerlines. To obtain the geometric center of the triangle, each corner of the triangle
was connected to the midpoint of opposite legs. The intersection of these three centerlines resulted





The mounting vehicle subsystem is the physically largest subsystem of the AIRWT. It facilitates
system movement through the rows and provides a mounting point for the electronics housing
subsystem as well as a mounting point for the retracting mechanism subsystem.
5.2 Subsystem Components
The mounting vehicle subsystem consist of the following components:
1. Push Cart (Figure 5.1)
2. Base Deck (Figure 5.2)
3. Fasteners (Figure 5.3)
4. Linear Actuator Guides (Figure 5.4)
5.3 Subsystem Options and Trade-Offs
5.3.1 Push Cart
While the team initially wished to pursue development of a fully robotic/autonomous mount-
ing vehicle, the time and budget constraints prevented the team from taking this route. As the
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Figure 5.1: Push cart purchased to function in place of the autonomous vehicle.
team searched for viable alternatives, it became apparent that the system would revert to a semi-
autonomous state, requiring a human operator to push/drive the entire system. With this realization
in mind, the following options became apparent:
1. Develop a custom mounting vehicle from scratch with sheet metal, axles, wheels, etc.
2. Purchase a base mounting vehicle and perform minor modifications to adapt to this particular
application.
In the interest of time and cost, the team decided to purchase a mounting vehicle—a metal dolly
cart—to adapt for vineyard use.
5.3.2 Base Deck
As the dolly was of a tubular design, there was no viable method of attaching the retracting
mechanism subsystem and electrical subsystems to the mounting vehicle. Therefore, the team
elected to use a wooden board as a base deck of the mounting vehicle on which other subsystems
could be mounted.
5.3.3 Fasteners
Securing the base deck to the push cart required the use of fasteners, which in this application
were hose clamps and screws. This ensured a secure interface between the push cart and the base
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Figure 5.2: Wood board that served as the base deck on the push cart.
Figure 5.3: Fasteners that mounted the base deck to the push cart.
deck, preventing any unwanted translation/rotational movements due to vibrations.
5.3.4 Linear Actuator Guides
While designing the retracting mechanism subsystem, the team realized that if a moment were
to be exerted on the leading edge of the weed removal attachment subsystem when the linear
actuator is at full extension, the entire retraction mechanism subsystem would rotate and possibly
introduce inaccuracies with sensor readings. To eliminate the possibility of the entire retraction
mechanism rotating, the team elected to use shelf supports as guides, preventing the linear actuator
from rotating in either direction.
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Figure 5.4: Shelf supports that acted as guides for the linear actuator.
5.4 Design Methodology and Prototyping Results
Noting the diameter of the push cart structure tubes, the appropriate fasteners and screws were
paired together. The team then cut the deck to size so that it covered the top surface of the dolly
with a half inch overhang on three sides (the fourth size rested against the push cart handles). Once
the team positioned the deck, four clamps were placed around the push cart tubes, along the edges
of the deck. The overhang on the deck allowed the team to drill screws through the clamps and
into the wood, thus tightening the clamps around the tubes and securing the deck and push cart
together.
Once the deck and push cart assembly was completed, the retraction mechanism subsystem and
electronic subsystem components were laid out on the deck. Markings were made to indicated the
positions at which each components would rest on the deck. The team was then able to determine
the position for the linear actuator guides, and the guides were secured into place using wood





The sensor arm assembly is the most critical subassembly of the full system as it provides
the system with the information needed to know whether to retract or extend the linear actuator.
Without this key feature, the system would not be autonomous.
6.2 Subsystem Components
The sensor arm subsystem consists of the following components:
1. Sensor Arm (Black)
2. 1/4” Clamping Hubs (Red)
3. U-Channel (Teal)
4. Swivel Hub (Blue)
5. Flat Single Bracket (Gray)
6. Spring (Yellow)
7. Stopping Block (Wood Finish)
8. Potentiometer (Black, Silver, Brown)
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9. Potentiometer Fixed Plate (Off White)
10. Potentiometer Clamping Hub (Orange)
11. Potentiometer Hub Mount (Purple)
Figure 6.1: CAD model of sensor arm assembly.
6.3 Subsystem Options and Trade-Offs
Since the early stages of the design process, the sensor arm design had consisted of an alu-
minum rod acting as the sensor arm. The only feature that needed to be designed was the mecha-
nism that would relay angular displacement information to the microprocessor. The original design
implemented a wheel on the short end of the sensor arm to impart a force along a curved force sen-
sor strip.
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Figure 6.2: Retired CAD model of sensor arm assembly.
It was quickly realized that the design shown in Figure 6.2 was over complicated for what we were
trying to accomplish. After taking a suggestion from Dr. Timothy Hight, the potentiometer design
shown in Figure 6.1 was modeled and built.
Referring back to Figure 6.1, the sensor arm is mounted to the plate and allowed to swivel due
to the swivel hub, U-channel, and 1/4” clamping hubs. The angular deflection is transferred to
the potentiometer by the potentiometer clamping hub and hub mount. The potentiometer fix keeps
the top half of the potentiometer at a fixed position and attitude ensure that the angular deflection
translates entirely to the potentiometer’s knob. The spring acts as a restoring force to bring the
sensor arm back to a neutral position that is set by the stopping block.
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6.4 Design Methodology and Prototyping Results
The clamping hubs, hub mount, U-channel, swivel hub, and flat single bracket were all pur-
chased online at Servocity.com, thus reducing the amount of custom fabrication. The sensor arm
was an aluminum rod that was purchased in the correct size at a local hardware store along the
spring. The potentiometer was also purchased off the shelf, leaving the potentiometer fix as the
only part that was custom fabricated. The potentiometer fix was fabricated out of a single sheet of
1/8” acrylic through laser cutting.
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Chapter 7
Microcontroller and Supporting Electronics
and Software
7.1 Subsystem Overview
The goal for the electronics and software of the AIRWT system was to move the cutting head
to a desired position based on the vine. The cutting head was moved by retraction and extension
of the linear actuator. The vine was detected by the deflection of the sensor arm. The electronic
circuit comprised of a linear actuator, cutting head, motor driver and potentiometer on the sensor
arm. The Intel Edison with Arduino breakout board were used as the microprocessor driving the
circuit.
7.2 Electronics
The circuit is comprised of components that run at different voltage levels. Relays were imple-
mented to activate the cutting head and linear actuator using the Arduino microprocessor. Referring
to Figure D.1 in Appendix D, the area shaded in yellow denoted the regions of the circuit powered
at 5 volts, the green region used 18 volts to power the cutting head, and the red region ran at 12
volts, powering the linear actuator.
Diodes were placed in parallel with the relays to handle the energy when the relay was switched
off. The fuse, placed after the double throw double pull (DTDP) emergency switch (E-stop) was
used to prevent voltage spikes from entering the H-Bridge. The circuit had three physical switches,
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two that turned off the relays on the low voltage side, and the DPDT emergency switch on the high
voltage side. All of the grounds were connected to a common, neutral aluminum bar. This was
done to avoid a circuit with a floating ground.
The system consisted of the following electrical components:
7.2.1 Linear Actuator
The linear actuator was selected based on its power capabilities. Initially, when designing the
system, we assumed that tilling was the desired mode of weed removal. Therefore, we assumed
that the mechanism used to move the cutting or tilling tool would need to have high power or
thrust capabilities. For this reason, we selected the Super Duty SDA18 18 Stroke linear actuator
from ServoCity. The 18” stroke length was selected based on the 5ft by 5ft dimensions of the
rows, specified by our customer. The Super Duty linear actuator had 560 lbs. thrust capabilities
with a maximum speed of 2.63 inches per second. The linear actuator was driven forward and
reverse, translating to extension and retraction, by applying a positive or negative 12 volts across
its leads, like a DC motor. Monitoring of the position of the linear actuator along its slide was made
possible through the potentiometer built into the linear actuator. The specifications sheet appears
in the Electrical Components Appendix, specifically Figures E.1 and E.2.
7.2.2 Cutting Head
The team used the motor and battery assembly of a standard electric cordless weed trimmer:
Earthwise Cordless 18 Volt String Trimmer, CST00012 model. The electric weed trimmer was
selected to keep the cutting process simple. Purchasing a simple, pre-existing system meant that
we just made small alterations to add the cutting mechanism to the AIRWT system. The hold-
down switch of the trimmer was removed and replaced with the DPDT switch when added to the
AIRWT circuit. The part specification sheet is in the Electrical Components appendix, specifically
Figures E.3 and E.4.
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7.2.3 Microprocessor
The Intel Edison is an affordable module with a low-power, high speed processor, WiFi, and
Bluetooth Radios on board. The AIRWT system used the Intel Edison Development Platform
that included an Arduino Breakout board, see Figures E.5 and E.6, which essentially gave the
Edison the ability to interface with analog and digital I/O pins, a DC power supply jack, and much
more. This in turn enabled the control of the AIRWT to be written in Arduino Sketch. This
microprocessor allowed us to use it as a simple Arduino, but the system can easily be built up.
The Intel Edison was selected because of the project’s potential to be worked into a more complex
system.
7.2.4 Motor Controller
To control the linear actuator, a motor driver was selected. By pulsing the voltage, the motor
controller achieved forward or reverse motion, retracting or extending the linear actuator. The
linear actuator runs at 12 volts and 20 amps. Based on these specifications our motor controller
was selected. The Pololu Simple High-Power Motor Controller 18v25 controller handles between
5.5-30 volts and 25 amps, for more specifications see Figures E.7- E.11 in the Appendix. The
motor controller was plugged in directly to the linear actuator, and in its current iteration was
powered by a 12 volt lead acid battery. The motor controller was a critical component because it
allowed the linear actuator to be easily controlled like a standard servo motor.
7.2.5 Sensor Arm Potentiometer
A potentiometer was used to detect the deflection of the sensor arm. The microprocessor was
used to power and detect the resistance through the potentiometer. The Philmore PC245 24mm
potentiometer was selected because of its 10K ohms linear taper resistance, see Figure E.12. The
potentiometer has a resistance ranging between 500 to 1M ohm. This resulted in analog values
read by the microprocessor between 50 at its neutral position and 250 at maximum deflection.
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7.2.6 Other Components
To protect the circuit from a large surge when the switches are shut off, diodes were added to
the circuit. The diodes used in this circuit were rated at 12 volts and 1 Watt, for more specifications
see Appendix Figures E.13-E.15. The relays had a low voltage side of 3 to 32 volts and linked to
a high voltage flow of between 5 and 10 volts.
7.3 Software
A flowchart was generated to visualize the logic that would go into the AIRWT cutting process,
see Figure F.1. The top section of the flowchart is the initial set-up safety checks. The gray
region indicates the portion of the code that operates in a loop, controlling movement and cutting.
Within the operating loop, the linear actuator is changed based on the deflection of the sensor arm
and the current position of the linear actuator along its slide. The Arduino script is presented in
Appendix F.2.
7.4 Subsystem Trade-Offs and Optimization
Initially, the sensor arm was designed with a force sensing strip and operated on a pivot with
a wheel attached the opposite end. When the wheel moved along the strip, the degree of the
deflection of the sensor arm would be detected. However, upon testing the force sensing strip, it
was not as sensitive as we desired, and the strip presented false and sporadic data when it was tested
with the Arduino. Thus, we traded the force sensing strip to a potentiometer that was mounted





The primary purpose of the electronics housing was to protect the sensitive electronic compo-
nents from both the elements as well as impacts, the most notable components being the micropro-
cessor and the digital speed controller. The housing also served a secondary purpose of organizing
loose wires coming from the components. Lastly, this system served to protect the users from
electrocution.
8.2 Subsystem Components
The housing consisted of the following sub-components:
1. Main Housing (Figure 8.1)
2. Switch Mounting Plate (Figure 8.2)
8.2.1 Main Housing
The main wire housing for the AIRWT consisted of a plastic storage container, which was
chosen for its dimensions of 11.5x15x9 inches (i.e., large enough to fit all components), rigidity,
toughness, and machinability.
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Figure 8.1: HDPE tub housing all of the electronic equipment.
Figure 8.2: Switch mounting plate containing the two toggle switches and emergency kill-switch.
Also shown is the cutting head battery.
8.2.2 Switch Mounting Plate
A mounting plate was created in order to connect the two toggle switches and the emergency
kill-switch (E-stop) to the housing. This plate was made from laser-cut acrylic to allow for precise
and custom fittings. Having the plate separate from the housing lid also further reinforced an area




The total amount spent by the AIRWT team for the academic year of 2014-2015 was approx-
imately $1,800 of the $2,500 approved and provided by the Santa Clara University School of
Engineering.
The funds were used to purchase parts and raw materials needed to complete the AIRWT pro-
totype. The largest allocation of this budget was $400 for the linear actuator. The Intel Edison
microprocessing unit and Arduino break-out board were provided by the University, and even
though it incurred no cost to the team, its price was included in the project’s estimated cost to man-
ufacture $1,316.61. Additionally, under the assumption of a ten percent discount for purchasing
parts in bulk, the cost to manufacture the AIRWT system is estimated to be $1,184.95.
Compared to the streamlined manufacturing cost, prototyping the AIRWT system cost ap-
proximately $1,800, spent throughout the nine-month design cycle. This extra cost was incurred
primarily through multiple changes to the motor controller model.
A detailed breakdown of the bill of materials for the manufacturing of one AIRWT system can
be found in Appendix K.
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Chapter 10
System Integration, Testing, and Results
10.1 Experimental Protocol
10.1.1 Overall Objective
Broadly, the performance objectives of the AIRWT system are that it should be able to:
1. Accommodate Hillsides
2. Successfully Operate for a Variety of Mounting Vehicle Velocities
3. Cut Precisely
The overall objective of the experimental protocol is to safely and reliably quantify the success
of the AIRWT’s ability to perform these tasks. All other specifications (such as weight, reach,
retraction speed, etc.) could be satisfied through the mechanism design and did not require in-
depth experimental protocol and analysis. The specific, numeric performance objectives can be
found in the Product Design Specifications detailed in Appendix H.
10.1.2 Safety Protocol
Dealing with voltages as high as 18 V, current as high as 3 A, and components that could
output over 500 lb thrust, it was critical to approach the experiments safely. Additionally, a major
subsystem of the AIRWT comprises of a cutting implement. Proper care must be taken to prevent
the risk of personal injury during operation. As a precaution, the AIRWT team has elected to
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include on-board kill switches in the event the AIRWT system experiences a failure. In addition,
the cutting head will be enclosed in order to shield the cutting implement as well as prevent the
rapid ejection of possibly harmful debris and/or projectiles.
For persons working near the system, standard landscaping attire and protection is required.
This includes but is not limited to: closed-toed shoes (boots recommended), hearing protection,
eye protection, long pants, etc.
During operation, the team recommends that system supervisors stand behind the cutting head
during manual operation of the mounting vehicle, and stand at least ten feet away during automated
operation of the system. Bystanders are recommended to stand at least ten feet away, allowing
enough time and distance to react in the case of a catastrophic system failure.
10.1.3 Evaluation
Below are the criteria which were evaluated:
1. Operation Angle
2. Cut Precision




7. Extension and Retraction Speed
Due to time constraints and unforeseen electrical and mechanical issues, grass cutting and
sloped testing were not achieved during the duration of this project. Flat surface testing was con-
ducted with procedures that simulated the cutting head cutting grass. These procedures are covered
in more detail in the following sections.
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10.1.4 Experimental Tasks and Testing
Operation Angle
For safety purposes, all power sources on the AIRWT system will be disconnected and re-
moved, the cutting head will be removed, and all loose wires will be taped.
Datum measurements were made prior to displacing the angle. The height of mounting vehicle
and the mounting plate were measured while they were on flat ground. The length of the linear
actuator from pivot point to pivot point was also measured—this acts as the hypotenuse of the
triangle. The operator then proceeded to raise the mounting vehicle to simulate the cutting head
being at a lower elevation compared to the mounting vehicle. The mounting vehicle was lifted
until the linear actuator made contact with the edge of the mounting vehicle. Height measurements
were taken on the same locations on the mounting vehicle and the mounting plate. The angle of
this lower elevation was obtained using simple trigonometry. This would act as the lower angle
limit of the system.
This process was repeated in a modified format to simulate the cutting head being at a higher
elevation. Instead of lifting the mounting vehicle, the mounting plate was lifted until the linear
actuator was about to leave contact with the shelf supports that acted as linear actuator guides.
If the linear actuator were to break contact with these guides, the moments acting on the linear
actuator would be too great for the system to properly function. Similar height measurements were
taken at the same location on the mounting vehicle and the mounting plate while the cutting head
was raised. Trigonometry was again used to determine the angle. This would act as the upper angle
limit of the system.
Mounting Vehicle Speed Performance
Before testing, proper safety attire and setup were ensured. All engineers present were wearing
pants, closed-toed shoes and safety glasses. All persons present were not directly conducting the
test (i.e., video recorders, observers, etc.) maintained a safe distance.
To determine the speed at which the tester was walking, an online metronome was played at
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frequencies of 30 and 60 beats per minute (bpm). The tester would take a toe-to-heel step at each
beat. Because each step was 1 foot long, a 30 bpm tone resulted in a 0.5 ft/s speed and a 60 bpm
tone resulted in a 1 ft/s speed. Practice runs were conducted without pushing the cart to achieve a
feel of walking smoothly at these speeds.
With the test engineer familiar with these speeds, the test engineer pushed the AIRWT system
into four circular posts of varying diameters that simulated vine stalks and other obstructions. The
cutting mechanism was lined up to each post so that the edge of the cutting diameter was in line
with the posts. A speed failed the test if any part of the mounting plate made contact with the post.
Cut Precision
This test followed the same safety procedures as the Speed Performance test previously de-
scribed.
With the cutting mechanism turned off but the linear actuator system powered, the theoretical
cut precision around a simulated vine stalk was measured. Walking at about optimal speed deter-
mined in the Speed Performance test, the AIRWT system was pushed so that the sensor arm would
be displaced by an aluminum rod that acted in place of a vine. The entire time, a video recording
was taken of the cutting mechanism interacting with the rod from a top view looking down. Prior
to testing, a yard stick was taped onto the top of the mounting plate in view of the camera so that
the stick was parallel with the neutral sensor arm position without any possibility of the stick hit-
ting the rod. The yard stick was implemented to determine the distance between the rod and the
cutting diameter and check if the mechanism can indeed cut in between the rows. This distance
was along the linear actuator axis and measured before the linear actuator began to retract. Several
iterations were conducted with varying distances to determine the optimal intra-row depth for vine
avoidance and cutting thoroughness.
Weight
The digital scale was zeroed at a fixed location. The carrier weighed himself to establish the
weight offset when carrying the components. One at a time, the carrier weighed himself while
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carrying the linear actuator, cutting head mechanism, and electronic housing. The weight of each
component was determined by simply subtracting the weight of the carrier from the weight dis-
played while carrying each component. The weight of each component was added together to
determine the weight of the AIRWT system. This process was repeated by another carrier to ob-
tain an average value.
The weight of the push cart and base deck were not measured because these components would
ideally be replaced in the fully automated system.
Arm Reach
The trimmer head subsystem was switched off for the duration of this test. The area around
the AIRWT system was cleared to ensure nothing would obstruct the cutting mechanism while the
linear actuator was fully extended. The linear actuator was then turned on and allowed to fully
retract before being stopped. With the linear actuator subsystem turned off, the distance from the
edge of base deck on the side of the linear actuator mount to the farthest edge of the mounting
plate. If the AIRWT system were tightly enclosed in a box, this measurement would be of the
box’s width. This procedure was repeated with the linear actuator fully extended.
The minimum distance from the edge of the cutting diameter to the same edge of the mounting
plate was also measured. This distance was subtracted from the retracted and extended measure-
ments previously obtained. Whereas the previous set of measurements gave the minimum row
widths the system could fit in, these measurements relative to the cutting head can be used to
determine how far the cart needs to be from the line of vine stalks to achieve a certain cut path.
Kill-switch Performance
This test was a simply pass/fail to determine the functionality of the AIRWT electrical system.
The system turned on by simply releasing the E-stop and flipping the switches (cutting head and
linear actuator). The cutting head was tested by simply flipping the red switch the other way to see
if the cutting head would stop.
Similarly for the linear actuator, the sensor arm was displaced to signal the linear actuator to
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retract. Then, the blue switch for the linear actuator was flipped to observe if the retraction stopped.
The E-stop was tested in the same manner but with both system running. The cutting head
was turned on and the sensor arm was displaced to force the linear actuator to retract. Rather than
flipping the individual switches, the E-stop was pressed to stop both systems.
Extension and Retraction Speed
This test was conducted using only the linear actuator and the body. Due to the weight of the
cutting mechanism most likely being an order of magnitude below the maximum load (560 lb), it
was assumed the free retraction and extension of the linear actuator would yield the same speed as
it would when fully attached to the system.
To determine the speed, the linear actuator was laid flat with a yard stick next to the extension
path of the arm. With the linear actuator already fully retracted, the linear actuator was connected
to the battery to get the arm to fully extend. The movement of the arm with the yard stick acting
as a reference was recorded on a smart phone. Both full extension and retraction movements were
recorded. The speed was obtained by simply dividing the distance traveled (18 inches) by the time
it took to cover this distance, which was determined by simply looking at the video recordings.
10.1.5 Experimental Results
Operation Angle
Table 10.1 shows the maximum and minimum angles of operation derived from the Operation
Angle test. The distance measurements were recorded to the nearest quarter inch. This quarter
inch tolerance yields about 0.5◦ in error, which is minuscule enough to be negligible. Because
the criteria for the upper and lower limits were visually apparent—the linear actuator not touching
the shelf supports and the linear actuator touching the cart deck, respectively—there was a high
repeatability factor for this test. Even if it were not as easily repeatable, the 0.25 inch tolerance
would have allowed for repeatable results.
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Table 10.1: The experimental results of the Operation Angle test
Parameter Distance (in) Angle (degrees)
Pivot-to-Pivot Distance 33 N/A
Maximum 12.00 19.83
Minimum -6.25 -10.72
Mounting Vehicle Speed Performance
Table 10.2 shows the results of the Mounting Vehicle Speed Performance test. Each outcome
represents the AIRWT system moving past a set of 4 posts.












Table 10.3 shows the results of the Cut Precision test. The ”Distance” parameter represents the
initial distance the post was positioned relative to the center of the cutting head, perpendicular to
the cart path.
Weight
Table 10.4 shows the weight of the AIRWT system. The weight of the mounting vehicle was
not included as it is not intended for the same vehicle to be used in future iterations.
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Table 10.3: The experimental results of the Cut Precision test. Cart deck moved at a speed of 0.5
ft/s.
Distance (in) Outcome Notes
1 Fail Collision with mounting plate and trimmer
3 Fail Collision with mounting plate; no collision with trimmer
4 Fail Collision with mounting plate; no collision with trimmer
7 Pass Trimmer barely in contact with row
Table 10.4: The results of weighing the AIRWT components.





Table 10.5 shows the results of the Arm Reach test.





Table 10.6 shows the results of the Kill-switch Performance test.
10.1.6 Experimental Discussion
The electronic components work according to design. However, the linear actuator’s speed
became a limiting factor for the precision and operating capabilities of the AIRWT. The system was
not able to take full advantage of the PID controller implemented due to the low speed. Possible
improvements for this include a faster linear actuator or placing the sensor arm farther away from
the linear actuator pivot. Placing the sensor arm farther away would provide more time for the
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Table 10.6: The results of the kill-switch tests.
Trial No. E-Stop Toggle (Trim) Toggle (Act.)
Trial 1 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 2 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 3 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 4 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 5 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 6 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 7 Pass Pass Pass
Trial 8 Pass Pass Pass
linear actuator to react to deflections on the sensor arm.
10.2 Simulations
10.2.1 Finite Element Analysis




The simulation was created using SolidWork’s SimulationXpress Analysis Wizard. The Xpress
feature output the stresses and deflections in metric units and had to be converted to psi and inches,
respectively.
Sensor Arm
The sensor arm stress and deflection simulation was created by fixing the aluminum rod at two
points—one at the location of each clamping hub. A 2 lb force was placed normal to the sensor arm
at a length four-fifths the length of the sensor arm. Figure 10.1 shows the simulation’s setup. The
graphical results as well as the full SolidWorks Simulation reports can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 10.1: The force locations for the SolidWorks finite element analysis of the sensor arm.
Fixed locations are shown in green; force locations and directions are shown in magenta.
Mounting Plate
The mounting plate stress and deflection simulation was created by fixing the plate at the
mounting holes for the linear actuator stroke. The mounting plate underwent three simulated
forces—one located at the centroid of each wheel-connection interface. Each force was simulated
to be 50 lb as that was the expected weight of mounting plate, linear actuator, and all of the other
mechanical components excluding the push cart. Figure 10.2 shows the simulation’s setup. The
graphical results as well as the full SolidWorks Simulation reports can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 10.2: The force locations for the SolidWorks finite element analysis of the mounting plate.
Fixed locations are shown in green; force locations and directions are shown in magenta.
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Results
The finite element analysis showed that neither of these parts would fail. Tables 10.7 and
10.8 show the relevant simulation results. Table 10.7 shows the sensor arm would have a max
deflection of 2.20 inches under the assumed conditions. While this may seem very large, a 2 inch
deflection is not very significant considering the overall length of the sensor arm (30 inches). Also,
the conditions tested were worst case scenarios. Because the sensor arm is allowed to swivel,
the actual force would not be acting perpendicular to the face of the sensor. The only time the
force would be perpendicular to the arm’s length would be during initial contact, which would
immediately enforce the swivel motion, thereby changing the angle between the force and the
sensor arm. The mounting plate was also subjected to worst case scenario conditions with three
50 lb forces acting on it. As can be seen in Table 10.8, the mounting plate has a factor of safety of
more than 2, making it usable without a chance of failure.
Table 10.7: The simulated stresses and deflections of the sensor arm.
Characteristic Value
Maximum deflection 2.20 in
Maximum stress 3.39e4 psi
Yield stress 3.99e4 psi
Table 10.8: The simulated stresses and deflections of the mounting plate
Characteristic Value
Maximum deflection 6.46e-3 in
Maximum stress 1.04e4 psi
Yield stress 2.90e4 psi
10.2.2 Matlab Simulation
The AIRWT system was modeled by having a reference frame fixed to the leading end of
the linear actuator, shown in Figure 10.3b. This was done to alleviate the emergence of non-
linear equations of motion that arise with a global reference frame. The partial derivation for the
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equation of motion according to the coordinate system in Figure 10.3a can be found in Appendix
C.3. Figures 10.3c and 10.3d show the localized model in its deflected state.
(a) Global-coordinate model. (b) Local-coordinate model.
(c) Local model deflected. (d) Simplest form.
Figure 10.3: The progression toward deriving the equations of motion.







R(t − τ) (10.1)
where θ represents the angular deflection of the sensor arm, k represents the torsional spring con-
stant of the sensor arm, M represents the total mass of the sensor arm, L represents the length of
the sensor arm, and R(t − τ) represents a ramp input occurring at time τ.
This model was implemented into Simulink, driven by a repeating ramp input and controlled
by a PID system. The block diagram can be found in Appendix C. Figures 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, and
10.7 show the open-loop response, the closed-loop response for KP = 5, the closed-loop response
for KP = 1,KI = 1, and KD = 2.5, and all tested responses, respectively.
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Figure 10.4: The open-loop response of the system subject to the input disturbance in red.
Figure 10.5: The closed-loop response of the system subject to the input disturbance in red with
only a proportional gain.
Results
Figure 10.7 clearly shows the superior response of a PID controller compared to a proportional
control and an open loop system. Implementing a PID control would not only improve response
time compared to the other control systems, but it would also reduce the overshoot [5]. By reducing
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Figure 10.6: The closed-loop response of the system subject to the input disturbance in red under
a full PID controller.
Figure 10.7: The time responses of all simulated parameters. Open-loop response in grey, only
proportional in blue, and full PID in red.
overshoot, the path of the AIRWT around a vine would be closer to the trunk, thereby allowing
more precise cutting with reduced possibility of missing weeds.
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Chapter 11
Engineering Standards and Realistic
Constraints
11.1 Ethics
Our group’s ethical justification for the AIRWT project was that it would provide an environ-
mentally cleaner and cheaper method for removing weeds in vineyards on hillsides, which could
then be potentially applied to other types of crops.
The primary ethical concern for the final product was ensuring that no one was in serious danger
of being injured by any portion of the machine while it was in operation and everyone around the
device was following safe operating procedures.
As for ethics regarding the team itself, the work amongst the members were split as evenly and
fairly as possible, as all projects and deliverables were viewed as collaborative efforts, with the
expectation that all team members will contribute and assist in driving the project to a successful
resolution. The activity reports completed at the end of each week were used to judge each team
members’ performance and level of involvement in the project; any notable disproportionality
in team members hours vested into the project were subject to review by the team leaders, who
could elect to leverage penalties or increase the workload of an offender if the member failed to
contribute an appropriate amount. If the subject felt the punishment was too severe, he or she could
discuss it with other members of the team, and with a majority ruling have the punishment lessened
or completely removed. Fortunately, there were no incidents of major workload imbalance. All
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members put in the amount of work expected of them.
11.2 Economics
The ultimate goal of the Automated In-Row Weed Trimmer is to decrease the need for manual
labor and herbicides to eliminate weeds in hillside vineyards. For the vineyard owner, this reduc-
tion in manual labor and herbicide correlates directly to saving money every year weeds must be
removed, and would allow for small, organic vineyard owners to breach the upper tiers of auto-
mated farming.
11.2.1 Front-Load Costs
The cost to purchase the AIRWT system, should it be mass-produced, is estimated to be about
$3000. This front-load cost would be significantly lower than the AIRWTs closest competitor–
the in-row tiller, which can cost anywhere from $4,500 (the Goldoni Star 3080) to $20,000 (the
Tournesol).Based on this, the upfront cost of using the AIRWT system would range from 92.5% to
66% cheaper than its current competitors. The prototype AIRWT system currently costs roughly
$2,000. This figure will be used as a worst case cost comparison as this current sum accounts for
parts that have been purchased but not used.
11.2.2 Manufacturing Costs
The assembly of the prototype AIRWT system is estimated to require five people working non-
stop for four hours. If the hourly rate is assumed to be $25.00 per hour, the net cost for constructing
the AIRWT system sums to $1,500.
11.2.3 Operational Costs
According to the Aver Family Vineyard, weeding requires a total of seven workers, working
four days a week for three weeks. Assuming a full 8-hour work day at a rate of $8.00 per hour,
the total operational cost is $5,376. With the AIRWT system, it is assumed that only one worker
will need to work for the 12-day period. Over this period, the linear actuator will consume 288 Ah
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(3 A/hr for 8 hr/day over 12 days) and the trimmer is assumed to consume 144 Ah (1.5 A/hr over
the same period). At 12 V and 18 V, respectively, these equate to 3.456 and 2.592 kWh. Given
the average commercial electricity rate of Gilroy (the location of the Aver Family Vineyard) of
$0.1408/kWh, the comparative operational cost is $769, which is about an 85% cost reduction.
11.3 Environmental
The EPA has released standards for tractor emissions of various sizes. Assuming the tractors
used in vineyards are of the smallest kind to fit in the rows, the CO2 standard for an equivalent
vehicle for our product would be 107 g/ton-mile. Further assuming a tractor of 26000 lbs, or
13 tons, the CO2 emission is 1391 g/mile. As will be shown in the following section, this greatly
overcomes the CO2 emitted by the electrical components used for our project.
Table 11.1: CO2 Standards for Vocational Vehicles. Obtained from EPA 1037.106.[6]
Based on emissions data provided by the EPA, the team has determined that 115 grams of
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carbon dioxide will be emitted in one full discharge cycle of the system. It should be noted that
the carbon dioxide will be emitted from the power plant from which the AIRWT system will draw
its electric charge. Alternative clean sources of energy (i.e., wind, solar, and water) may be used
for future iterations to achieve true zero carbon footprint.
The calculations to determine the amount of CO2 emitted per discharge cycle were performed
with the following facts: 6.89551 10-4 metric tons CO2 is discharged per kWh of a power plant.
[kWh] = [Amp-hour] * Volts
By knowing that the trimmer battery was rated at 18 V and 1300 mAh, and the linear actuator
battery is rated at 12 V and 12 Ah, it was determined that 115g of CO2 will be emitted per charge
of the AIRWT system.
11.4 Manufacturability
The product is currently hand built, but it is assumed that with enough commercial success, say
at least about $50,000 profit, the manufacturing of the product could be moved from a hand-built
setting to a factory. This would likely speed up the production of the product, since no development
time issues are predicted to arise. However, the cost of an individual unit may rise by about $25 if
the wood parts used in the original design were replace with metal pieces.
11.5 Usability
The usability of the AIRWT played a big part in how the system was designed, as the team
wanted the AIRWT to be easy to operate in order to allow for a widespread use. While it is an
autonomous system, the user should ideally only need to attach or remove a cutting head, flip an
on and off switch, and change the battery once the power runs out. Lastly, the team wanted the
system to be simple to maintain and fix should a problem arise, so almost of the components of the
device were standardized and could be bought in a store to fix any damaged components.
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11.6 Sustainability
It is expected that the AIRWT product will have an operational lifespan of at least 7 to 10 years
before a key component irreparably breaks. This is expected to be most likely the linear actuator
component of the machine considering all of the complex components within it. The only parts
that would potentially need to be replaced during this operational lifespan is expected to be the
nylon string for the cutting head and the batteries used by the current model. The current lead-acid
battery should last about 2.5 to 5 years in conditions it shall be working in before needing to be
replaced, but it is expected that this need to replace the battery will be essentially eliminated once
the design incorporates a rechargeable lithium ion battery, eliminating the need to buy new ones.
11.7 Health and Safety
In the designing of this project, the AIRWT team sought to use engineering in a way that
improves the current condition of the way weeds are handled in vineyards for both humans and the
environment. With this idea, health and safety play a major role in the engineering of products.
The AIRWT team has taken from past failures in engineering to learn how paramount the design
of the AIRWT system is. Therefore, throughout the design of this project, the team anticipated
some of the major health and safety factors for the Automated In-Row Weed Trimmer would be
with regards to moving mechanical components and the electrical components.
For moving mechanical components, the AIRWT system has a weed-whacker head that is
powered by a motor to rotate the nylon cutting line. This cutting head has a cover to prevent
immediate harm, and there is a kill-switch located near the control box to shut down the machine.
The linear actuator used to extend the arm is powered by a gearbox, but since it is covered there
shouldn’t present any issue while the the device is running. However, if repairs need to be made
to it, the power source must be turned off and should be disconnected to ensure safety. Since the
wheels on the cart itself will also rotating when moving the device, be completely aware of your
surroundings while wheeling the device. Lastly, in order to ensure safety, all individuals near the
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device should be wearing eye protection while it is in operation.
As for the electrical aspect of this project, there will be a central electronic control center, which
will control the motion of the arm and when the blade activates it. If ever a problem should arise
involving the electronics, there is a kill-switch implemented into the machine to completely cut the
power. The electrical systems of this project must only be operated on when the power supply is
disconnected in order to prevent electrocution. As a further precaution, all electrical connections
are insulated to further prevent the risk of electrocution during operation. Lastly, it is advised that
the operator wears gloves while directly working with the electronics in order to ensure safety.
11.8 Arts
As a part of satisfying the SCU Core Arts and Humanities requirements, members of this team
have all contributed original drawings, sketches, and/or CAD models and drawings to this project.
Below in Table 11.2 is a list detailing a sample of each member’s contributions and their location
within this thesis document.
Table 11.2: Art requirement contributions of each group member.
Team Member Description Location
Joshua Baculi CAD of Sensor Arm Assembly Figure 6.1
Tyler Castrucci Grounding plate for the electronics Figure A.5
Joshua Ding Early concept Generation Figure M.2
Marit Knapp Early concept generation Figure 2.2




12.1 Evaluation of Design
The team fully understands that the extent which this prototype has reached is a mere proof of
concept and that there are opportunities for revision and improvement. Given the time constraint,
the current state of the product is what the team could realistically achieve given the product goals.
With that said, through preliminary testing and evaluation procedures, the system has achieved
performance within the final and target specifications. As a result, the team can deem this system
as effective and efficient at its goal of (semi) automating weed removal operations at vineyards in
a cost effective and environmentally friendly manner.
At no point throughout these testing procedures did any components fail or exhibit signs of
possible failure, indicating that components were chosen and manufactured properly.
12.2 Future Improvements
Notably, one of the major features lacking in this iteration of the AIRWT system is an au-
tonomous mounting vehicle. As previously explained, the time constraints prevented the team
from developing a full-fledged autonomous solution. But it is the team’s hope that future product
development cycles will address this issue and deliver a fully autonomous go to market solution.
While this particular customer will only deploy the AIRWT in dry environments, the team
foresees possible concerns with durability and reliability with the wooden mounting plate, wooden
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base deck, and exposed electronic components. In future iterations, the team hopes to fully enclose
all electronic components and run all wiring through extendable tubes/channels as to reduce the
risk of damage via weathering an interference by foreign objects. In addition, the team wishes to
use heavy-duty materials for the mounting plate and base deck to promote robustness and longevity.
The linear actuator was selected based on its power capabilities, based on the shift away from
a large, industrial design to a smaller more agile model, the selection of linear actuator would be
based on its retraction and extension speed. Therefore, a high speed linear actuator built by Firgelli
Automations would serve the AIRWT system better. These linear actuators have a variety of stroke
lengths and can operate at up to 9 inch per second with no load. The full specification of the Firgelli
Automations high speed linear actuators are in Appendix G, Figures G.1 and G.2.
The Edison microprocessor implemented in the AIRWT is an incredibly capable unit, and the
team believes that it has not fully harnessed the power of this microprocessor. As all markets seem
to be placing a higher emphasis on Big Data and the Internet of Things, the team wishes to include
the following electronic features in future revisions of the AIRWT:
1. Self-diagnosing capability
(a) The AIRWT is able to automatically detect impending component failures and notify
supervisors to perform remedial action. This will ensure that the AIRWT is always
in proper maintenance and will reduce the risk of a catastrophic component/system
failure.
2. Self-correcting capability
(a) A self-correcting capability will enable the AIRWT system to adjust its course in the
event it encounters an unforeseen obstacle and continue weed removal operations. This
will limit downtime and need for excessive system supervision.
3. Self-terminating capability
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(a) In the event that the AIRWT system does perform a catastrophic operation (damage a
vine, experience complete component/system failure, etc.), it should be able to cease
all operations automatically. This ability should reduce the need for excessive system
supervision and ensure limited damage to the vineyard.
12.3 Lessons Learned
One of the major difficulties encountered during this product development process was com-
municating with the customer. Unfortunately, the team was unable to contact the customer until
three months into a nine month product development process. Assumptions that the team had made
in the three months eventually turned out to be inaccurate, and necessitated that the team repeat
the front end process. Effectively, the AIRWT system was conceived, designed, and developed in
a six month product development cycle; given the complexity of certain subsystems, this was not
an easy feat.
Of course, the team comprehends that acquiring customer needs is a vital part of the front end
process, and more effort should have been exerted in communicating with the customer. However,
it is with full faith that the team believes that this first iteration of the AIRWT system will be able
to perform admirably in the field and thus marks the success of this product development cycle.
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The following pages show the system performance characteristics. The capabilities of the
system were scored for different concepts. The traits of each capability were ranked based on their
level of importance and measurable benchmarks were declared for optimization. This analysis was

















































































































































































Detail and Assembly Drawings
The following pages show the detail drawings of all the custom fabricated parts of the AIRWT































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Theoretical Calculations and Simulations
The following pages contain the Finite Element Analyses and MATLAB Simulink models
conducted for the AIRWT system. Also included are the hand calculations used to derive the
equations of motion for the Simulink models.
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Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: Balsa 




Yield strength: 2e+007 N/m^2 
 





 Analyzed with SolidWorks Simulation Simulation of MountingPlate 4 
 
Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture name Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-2 
 
Entities: 2 face(s) 
Type: Fixed Geometry 
 
 
Load name Load Image Load Details 
Force-2 
 
Entities: 2 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal force 
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 Analyzed with SolidWorks Simulation Simulation of MountingPlate 5 
 
Mesh Information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 0.50074 in 
Tolerance 0.025037 in 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh Information - Details 
Total Nodes 46939 
Total Elements 27122 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 21.047 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 90 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 0.675 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:04 
Computer name:  DCPC61823 
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Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: 6061-T6 (SS) 




Yield strength: 2.75e+008 N/m^2 
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Fixture name Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-1 
 
Entities: 2 face(s) 
Type: Fixed Geometry 
 
 
Load name Load Image Load Details 
Force-1 
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Type: Apply normal force 





 Analyzed with SolidWorks Simulation Simulation of SensorArm 4 
 
Mesh Information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 0.113616 in 
Tolerance 0.00568082 in 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh Information - Details 
Total Nodes 11345 
Total Elements 5546 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 14.12 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 95.6 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 1.42 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:01 
Computer name:  DCPC60821 
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 Analyzed with SolidWorks Simulation Simulation of SensorArm 9 
 
 







Figure C.1: The top level of the MathWorks Simulink simulation.
Figure C.2: The equation of motion subsystem of the MathWorks Simulink simulation.
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Figure E.1: ServoCity Linear Actuator Specifications.
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Figure E.2: ServoCity Linear Actuator Specifications.
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Figure E.3: Earthwise Cordless String Trimmer Specifications.
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Figure E.4: Earthwise Cordless String Trimmer Specifications.
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Figure E.5: Intel Edison Development Platform Specifications.
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Figure E.6: Intel Edison Development Platform Specifications.
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Figure E.7: Pololu Simple High-Power Motor Controller 18v25.
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Figure E.8: Pololu Simple High-Power Motor Controller 18v25.
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Figure E.9: Pololu Simple High-Power Motor Controller 18v25.
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Figure E.10: Pololu Simple High-Power Motor Controller 18v25.
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Figure E.11: Pololu Simple High-Power Motor Controller 18v25.
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Figure E.12: Philmore PC245 10K Ohm Linear Potentiometer Specifications.
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Figure E.13: NTE Electronics NTE142A Zener Diode Specifications.
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Figure E.14: NTE Electronics NTE142A Zener Diode Specifications.
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Figure F.1: Flowchart of coding logic.
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After looking back at the results of the conducted tests, the main factor affecting performance
was the speed of the linear actuator. Hence, it was concluded that faster extension and retraction
times would yield faster mounting vehicle speeds and also more precise cutting paths. Figures G.1,
G.2, and G.3 show possible alternative linear actuators that can be used in future iterations of the
project. However, these linear actuators sacrifice load capabilities to increase arm speed, and so
further analysis and testing should be conducted to determine the optimal linear actuator.
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Figure G.1: Firgelli Automations Linear Actuator Specifications.
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Figure G.2: Firgelli Automations Linear Actuator Specifications
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Figure I.1: The results of the operation angle test (degrees).




The following pages show the nine month timeline for the AIRWT project from October 2014
to June 2015.
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Milestones Description/Action Item(s) Lead Completion Date
Determine weed/root
extraction method
All team members will










Oral presentation and written









Preliminary design sign-off Design sign-off conducted in
preparation of constructing and
presenting product mock-up
TEAM 10/28/2014
Visit testing venue, finalize
target specs Further develop customer use
case and refine concept models
TEAM 10/30/2014
Design mechanism using
CAD software CAD models will be presented
following week for sign-off
Baculi, Castrucci, Ding, Marit 10/31/2014
Acquire materials for






Develop FFBD for the system in















CDR Presentation [DUE] TEAM 12/1/2014
Begin drafting CDR written
report TEAM 12/5/2014
Sign-off on CDR written
report TEAM 12/9/2014
CDR written report [DUE]
TEAM 12/10/2014
Agree on design of arm TEAM 1/11/2015
complete parts list TEAM 1/12/2015
Begin ordering Edison Talk to Kitts 1/12/2015
Purchasing sensors, motors, electric weed
whacker, linear actuator TEAM 1/13/2015
Purchasing cart, Edison expansion
battery/additions Tyler/Marit 1/15/2015
Purchasing stock material, battery, misc parts TEAM 1/19/2015
CAD drawings of mount
bracket to linear actuator
TEAM 1/19/2015
Flowchart Gaston/Marit 1/19/2015
CAD drawings of slide and
pivot
TEAM 1/23/2015




pseudo code Gaston/Marit 1/26/2015
machine slider/servo holder TEAM 2/1/2015
Detailed Drawings initial submit TEAM 2/2/2015
apply for Sr design
conference
fill out online survey TEAM 2/4/2015
CAD drawings of sensor
mounts
TEAM 2/20/2015
CAD drawings of trunk
sensor arm mount
TEAM 2/23/2015





machining for assembly TEAM 3/4/2015




final parts purchasing TEAM 4/1/2015
ASSIGNMENT 4/1/2015








Preview Day Posterboard TEAM 4/11/2015
Experimental protocol TEAM 4/13/2015
Full prototype assembly TEAM 4/15/2015
SEEDS presentation TEAM 4/19/2015
Test at School basic movement TEAM 4/20/2015
Test At Vineyard 1 TEAM 4/24/2015
TEAM 4/25/2015
ASSIGNMENT 4/27/2015
Test at VIneyard 2 TEAM 4/29/2015
Prepare for Conference TEAM 5/1/2015
Update CDR TEAM 5/1/2015
Finish CDR TEAM 5/1/2015
TEAM 5/11/2015
TEAM 5/13/2015
Senior Design Conferences TEAM 5/14/2015
Draft of final report due ASSIGNMENT 5/20/2015
Patent research 5/22/2015
Patent research due ASSIGNMENT 5/27/2015
Experimental results due ASSIGNMENT 6/1/2015
OPEN HOUSE ASSIGNMENT 6/1/2015
Finished written report due ASSIGNMENT 6/10/2015
Spring Quarter
ASN NO. 1 (Thesis, Drawing, Timeline)












A business plan was created for the hypothetical volume manufacturing and distribution of
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Bay Area Enterprise (BAE) designs and manufactures the Automated In-Row Weed Trimmer (AIRWT), 
an automated weed removal system designed to be used in vineyards in order to enable safe and 
efficient removal of weeds while preventing damage to the vines. The goal of the system is to reduce 
the need for the use of manual labor and herbicides while improving production rates of grapes. 
 
By implementing an automated system for weed removal, BAE seeks to resolve ethical issues in food 
production, primarily current problems surrounding human labor, environmental friendliness, and 
social sustainability.  
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Weeds in organic vineyards compete with crops for water and nutrients. They are expensive and 
labor-intensive to remove. An automated weed removal system would reduce the need for the use of 
manual labor and herbicides while improving crop production rates. 
 
Non-organic vineyards utilize chemical methods such as herbicides to deal with weeds. Herbicides are 
a more cost and time effective means of dealing with weeds compared to non-chemical methods such 
as hand hoeing, cultivating, and mowing due to the simplicity of its execution. With herbicides, a 
vineyard owner can quickly make rounds through the rows, spraying in general vicinities with 
confidence in the method's thoroughness. Spraying is also much less manually taxing than pulling out 
the weeds by hand as all that needs to be done is essentially point and shoot. This allows herbicides to 
be used in a variety of terrain, such as hillsides, where a worker rather than a whole vehicle can simply 
walk down the row spraying.  
 
In addition, automated devices are playing an increasingly larger role in society. By implementing 
automated solutions in the agriculture industry, these devices will address several societal and ethical 
issues, including meeting the demands of an ever-increasing population, reducing the need for 
intensive human labor, and limiting negative environmental impacts for increased sustainability. 
 
II. Product and Market 
 
BAE currently produces one solution – the Automated In-Row Weed Trimmer (AIRWT).  
The AIRWT seeks to reduce the need for manual labor and herbicides while improving production 
rates of grapes by automating the weed removal process at vineyards. By implementing an 
automated system for weed removal, the product aims to resolve ethical issues in food production, 
primarily current problems surrounding human labor, environmental friendliness, and social 
sustainability. 
 
The product in its current state achieves the following: 
 
1) Comparable performance levels to flat-plane weed removal mechanisms when functioning on 
sloped/terraced vineyards 
2) Function under electric power sourced from environmentally friendly resources 
3) Propose a significant value proposition compared to competitive products 




5) Remains adaptable for different environments including but not limited to different terrain, 




Currently, BAE is staffed by employees: 
1) Two Mechanical Design Engineers 
2) One Product Design Engineer who doubles as the lead Business Strategist. 
3) One Control Systems Engineer 
4) One Mechatronics Engineer 
 
IV. Competitive Analysis Overview 
 
Currently, there is no direct competitor to the AIRWT system based on both functionality and price 
point. The AIRWT system is currently the only semi-autonomous or fully autonomous weed removal 
system able to operate on hillsides and function as a standalone system. 
 
However, there are corporations that do produce similar equipment, but at a significantly higher price 
point. A more in-depth competitive analysis will be conducted later in this document. 
 
 
V. BAE Mission Statement 
 
BAE is an engineering firm that seeks to design and manufacture environmentally-friendly, 
cost-effective semi-autonomous and fully autonomous weed removal systems for organic vineyards 
to facilitate efficient and effective weed removal without any damage to vines. These products will be 
designed with a high degree of adaptability and scalability for future expansions into different sized 
operations and different agricultural sectors while decreasing the need for manual labor, providing a 
significant cost advantage to smaller sized operations.  
 
By producing such systems, BAE hopes to address ethical issues in food production, primarily current 







I. Product Specifications 
 
Based on market segment needs, the BAE has designed its products to achieve the following: 
1) Function as ​standalone systems​, meaning that the system operates without the need of a 
tractor and power take-off unit. 
2) Autonomously or semi –autonomously remove weeds.  
3) Operate on sloped/terraced environments. 
4) Draw power from clean, renewable energy sources.  
5) Remain adaptable for scale-up/scale-out opportunities as well as adaptation for different 
agricultural sectors. 
6) Cost under $2,500. 
 
II. AIRWT System Overview  
 
BAE’s first product, the AIRWT, consists of the following six key components to achieve the product 
specifications: 
1) Retraction mechanism 
2) Weed removal attachment 
3) Mounting Vehicle 
4) Sensor 
5) Microcontroller and supporting electronics/software 
6) Main housing 
 
The ​retraction mechanism​ will facilitate the lateral movement of the device. Paired in conjunction 
with the sensor, microcontroller, and supporting electronics/software, the retraction mechanism will 
enable the safe removal of weeds and prevent any harm to the vines. 
 
The ​weed removal attachment​ serves to trim the weed during the operation cycle (per request of the 
customer), and will draw power from the onboard power source. 
 
The ​mounting vehicle​ consists of a push cart with a wooden deck affixed to it. This will provide the 
base on which all other components will be attached to.  
 
The ​sensor​ will be attached externally to the housing, and will protrude a certain distance from the 
edge of the device. If the sensor makes contact with a vine during the cultivation process, then it will 
detect resistance and work in conjunction with the retraction mechanism, microcontroller, and 
supporting electronics/software to facilitate movement of the retraction mechanism in such a manner 




The ​microcontroller and supporting electronics/software​ will be used in conjunction with the 
retraction mechanism and sensor to facilitate movement of the retraction mechanism in such a 
manner that will enable the safe removal of weeds and prevent any harm to the vines. Software for 
the microcontroller will be developed so that it will receive sensor resistance as input, and output 
movement commands for the retraction mechanism. In addition, the electronics subsystem will 
include all power sources to supply power to both the cutting tool and electronics. 
 
The ​main housing​ will serve as an enclosure to host all subsystems as well as provide an attachment 
point for those subsystems that will be mounted externally.  
 
Figure 2.1 shows a general schematic of the AIRWT system. 
 
 





III. System Benefits 
 
Perhaps the most important functionality of the AIRWT system is its ability to perform consistently on 
sloped and terraced environments. Currently, there are no mechanical system, automated or 
otherwise, that will perform weed removal on sloped environments. The closest competitors to the 
AIRWT system are conventional automated in-row tillers and mowers, which only operate on flat 
land. By focusing on the ability to function in sloped and terraced environments, the AIRWT presents 
a large value proposition to vineyards by offering a two-in-one weed removal solution. 
 
In addition, current conventional automated in-row tillers and mowers require significant capital and 
operating expenses to run. As a result, this leaves only the most well-established of vineyards able to 
afford the operation of such machinery, putting smaller vineyards at a significant disadvantage.  
 
Those at the largest disadvantage are organic vineyards, which are barred from using herbicides as a 
weed removal method. As a result, small organic vineyards are constrained to resorting to manpower 
to remove weeds, which is both a time-consuming and labor-intensive process; any time focused on 
weed removal for these vineyards is time lost to other vital activities, including infrastructure 
development and crop management. 
 
With these disadvantages in mind, BAE decided to focus on small organic vineyards as a primary user 
base. Noting that an increasing number of "startup" vineyards are turning to organic farming 
methods, AIRWT provides a cost-effective, scalable weed removal solution that eliminates the need 
for herbicides and manpower. This furthers AIRWT's value proposition, and separates it from the 






I. Market Analysis 
 
According to recent statistics, there are currently 7,042 wineries in the United States alone ​. 
1
According to a popular wine purchasing site, there are 14,000 wineries registered with the site ​. 
2
Understanding that the actual number of wineries in Europe could be significantly higher, for lack of 
better data, it is assumed that the total pool of wineries is 21,000. 
 
One of the closest competitive products to the AIRWT system is the Weed Badger, which sells for at 
least $4,000 ​. For ease of calculation, it will be assumed that the MSRP for a new unit is $5,000. 
3
Knowing that the Weed Badger company generates revenue between $2.5 and $5 million a year ​, we 
4
can determine that the Weed Badger company sells anywhere between 500 and 1000 units a year. 
 
Other competitor corporations, like Pellenc, have recorded $126 million in revenue ​, with tillers and 
5
cultivators selling for $10,500 in used condition ​. For ease of calculation, it is assumed that the MSRP 
6
on a new unit is $15,000, and that only ten percent of Pellenc’s revenue is from weeder sales. 
Performing the calculations, it is determined that Pellenc sells 840 units per year. 
 
From just two manufacturers, it is found that an average of 1,800 weeder units are sold per year. 
However, acknowledging that the AIRWT system has several other competitors, it can be assumed 
that 2,500 weeder units are sold yearly around the world. 
 
II. BAE’s Entry Into Market 
 
BAE currently has a customer based on a small hillside organic vineyard in the Gilroy, California area. 
The customer is surrounded by several other wineries that also organically farm grapes; the customer 
claims that he maintains close contact with these other wineries. 
 
As stated previously, BAE intends on focusing on small organic vineyards as its entry in the agriculture 
equipment industry. By establishing several customer success stories and a well-founded customer 
network, BAE will expand into producing more sophisticated go to market solutions that are highly 
adaptable and scalable. This will ensure that BAE will be able to cater to a multitude of customers 
with different requirements, and as a result, different product specifications. 
1  http://www.statista.com/statistics/259365/number-of-wineries-in-the-us-by-state/ 
2  http://www.wineweb.com/mapeuro.cfm 
3  http://www.tractorhouse.com/listingsdetail/detail.aspx?OHID=9221879 
4  http://www.manta.com/c/mm2k9j7/weed-badger 
5  http://www.somfy.com/group/index.cfm?contentid=DA548DBB-B82A-FE57-2DE14663381B09B3&language=en-en 






I. Falconero Group 
 
Falconero is an Italian company that produces several in-row tillers ​. Its flagship tiller, the Frese, uses 
7
a force sensor to detect any obstructions in the path of the tiller, and will prompt the driver to move 
the arm inward. 
 
A used Falconero tiller was found with a listing price of $4,851 ​; it can be anticipated then that the 
8
MSRP of a brand new tiller is higher, and the team estimates the MSRP to be $6,000. 
 
The manufacturer makes no claims in regards to sales volumes of its product; however it does appear 




Spedo is another Italian company that produces the Marte and Mercurio in-row tillers ​. Like the 
9
Falconero line, the Spedo also uses a force sensor that will prompt the driver to move the cutting tool 
inward once it detects an obstruction. 
 
While there is no datum available to provide insights into the sales volume of Spedo products, it does 
appear that Spedo has North American distributors, as well as selling products to “Portugal, Spain, 
Germany, Slovenia, Australia, Argentina, [and] Chile.”   
10
 
III. WeedBadger® Company 
 
WeedBadger® is a USA-based company that produces an entire line of tillers. ​ In addition, its 
11
products offer a large degree of versatility by presenting the options for multiple mounting platforms 
as well as different cutting tool attachments. 
 
WeedBadger® also use force sensors to detect obstructions and prevent the cutting tool from 
damaging actual crops.   
12
7  ​http://www.falconero.com/index.php 
8  
http://www.machinio.com/listings/5433581-Used-FALCONERO-TIGRE-200-in-Whakatane-Bay-Of-Plenty-New-Zealand 
9  ​http://www.italianfarmmachinery.com/company_details.asp?id=121 
10  ​http://www.italianfarmmachinery.com/company_details.asp?id=121 
11  ​http://www.weedbadger.com/contact.php 




IV. Kimco Manufacturing 
 
Kimco Manufacturing is a company headquartered in Fresno, California.  Their in-row tiller, the Model 
9300, is a versatile platform that can be mounted a number of ways in order to accommodate 
different row widths.  Furthermore the Model 9300 possesses a system that actually senses incoming 
vine stalks and sends signals to automatically retract the tiller.  
13
 
This feature, however, comes at a steep price.  A heavily used Model 9300 has been quoted at $6,000 





Pellenec is a French company that produces the in-row tiller the Tournesol. ​  Unlike other in-row 
15
tillers, the Tournesol operates automatically without using any force sensors.  This tiller features a 
toothed gear that conforms to the shape of a vine stalk which sits upon the rotary tiller.  The gear 
pushes the entire spring-loaded contraption away from the vine stalk, causing the blades to narrowly 
avoid the stalks. 
 
Like the Model 9300, the Tournesol comes at a steep price of $21,000. ​  Furthermore, the Tournesol 
16
assumes as certain stalk thickness, and anything that is thinner will be nicked by the blades. 
 
A complete WeedBadger system was found to have a used retail price of $4,695. ​ Like the Falconero 
17







13  http://www.kimcomfg.com/9300.html 
14http://www.wineindustryclassifieds.com.au/classified/kimco-model-9300-vine-row-weedertiller-listing-3176.aspx#.
VGQjgvlENjI 
15  http://www.pellenc.com.au/#!tournesol/c10s3 
16  http://www.lakeviewvineyardequipment.com/product/pellenc-tournesol-mechanical-weeder/ 
17  ​https://equipmentalley.com/main/listing/Weed-Badger-4020-SST/662257 
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VI. General Observations on the Competition 
 
The aforementioned competitors produce highly sophisticated automated weed removal systems that 
are able to operate with limited supervision. However, none of them are standalone systems in that 
they require an additional mounting vehicle (i.e. tractor or Skid Steer loader) for proper operation. 
This not only introduces a sizeable additional overhead cost, but also increases operating expenses 
due to the need for diesel fuel. Furthermore, the use of a diesel tractor increases the detrimental 
impact on the environment due to emissions. 
Table 1.1 shows a general comparison between the AIRWT system and several competitor products.  
 
Table 1.1. ​Comparison of features between the AIRWT and several competitor products. 















AIRWT Yes No Trim Yes Yes $4,000 
Falconero Yes No Cultivate No No $6,000 
Weed 
Badger 
Yes Yes Cultivate/Trim No No $6,000 
Kimco Mfg. 
Model 9300 
Yes Yes Cultivate No No $20,000 
Pellenec 
Tournesol 









Sales and Marketing Strategies 
 
It is BAE’s belief that the best advertising is achieved through customer success stories and thus 
establishing a solid customer base. That said, to further promote BAE’s products, the team will 
establish a website and advertise on farming equipment sales websites.  
 
The team would like to keep its personnel to an absolute minimum, and as several team members are 
also very well-versed in business skills, they will function also as marketers and sellers. One tactic that 
the team foresees on employing is visiting several vineyards and wineries for tastings and observing 
the needs of that particular vineyard. In the event that the team does manage to sustain a 
conversation with a vineyard employee, the team will introduce BAE products and offer compelling 
reasons as to why BAE products are market segment leaders in vineyard weeding equipment. 
 
In the early stages of BAE’s production, the team plans to either ship units disassembled or personally 
deliver units (if the customers are local) directly from the factory. With increased demand, the team 







Table 6.1 shows the Bill of Materials (BOM) for the AIRWT system, and effectively shows the cost of 
one unit (excluding the cost of labor to manufacture parts and assemble the unit). 





During the initial phases of BAE’s operations, each team member will be compensated $55,000 
annually. Each of the five team members will perform multiple functions, including 
  
1) Assembly of units 
2) Designing, testing, and implementing improvements to systems 
3) Conducting business operations (sales, marketing, and finance) 
 
 BAE will initially base its operations out of a Santa Clara, California warehouse, which charges a 
monthly rental rate of $0.95 per square feet of space ​. The warehouse currently boasts 8,316 sqft of 
18
space, which yields a $95,000 yearly lease rate. This warehouse will allow room BAE for expansion. 
 
For beginning its operations, BAE will need to acquire several pieces of equipment including two 
Bridgeport-type milling machines, an engine lathe, floor drill press, and laser cutter. Prices for used 
mills ​ and lathes ​ hover around $5,000; drill presses may be purchased for as little as $500 new ​, 
19 20 21
and laser cutters sell for $11,000 new ​. Miscellaneous equipment (attachments for machines, basic 
22
hand tools, etc.) and expendable items (rags, cooling fluid, etc.) are expected to cost another $5,000. 
These costs will be included as part of the overhead to kick-start BAE. 
 
Other overhead costs include one year’s rent and utilities for the manufacturing facility, one year’s 
salary for the team, and basic office supplies, electronics, and software​ for the team to carry out its 
operations. All overhead costs are documented in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.2. ​Overhead costs associated with BAE’s initial operations. 
Item Unit Cost ($) Quantity Total Cost ($) 
Mills 5,000 2 10,000 
Lathe 5,000 1 5,000 
Drill Press 500 1 500 
Laser Cutter 11,000 1 11,000 
Misc. Equipment 5,000 1 5,000 
Salary 55,000 5 275,000 
Office Equipment 15,000 1 15,000 
Rent 95,000 1 95,000 
Utilities 120,000 1 120,000 
AIRWT Inventory 1,500 5 7,500 










Assessing the total overhead costs in Table 6.2, it seems reasonable to seek a $600,000 initial 
investment (which can come from a mix of loans and direct investments from stakeholders), with the 
extra $56,000 invested to serve as a contingency fund for unforeseen circumstances. 
BAE intends on selling 250 units per year, which is half the number of units that WeedBadger® 
Company sells (incidentally, the WeedBadger® Company employs between ten to nineteen people). 
Even with the AIRWT priced at a considerably lower $4,000 compared to all other systems on the 
market (which are also not standalone), BAE is still able to reap a $2,500 profit on each unit it sells. 
 
Table 6.3 shows a yearly revenue and profit analysis for BAE. 
 
Table 6.3. ​Revenue and profit analysis for BAE’s operations on an annual basis. 
Item Unit Price ($) Quantity Loss/Gain Total 
AIRWT MSRP 3,500 250 Gain 1,000,000 
Revenue    1,000,000 
AIRWT Cost 1,500 250 Loss 375,000 
Salary 55,000 5 Loss 275,000 
Rent 95,000 1 Loss 95,000 
Utilities 120,000 1 Loss 120,000 




At an annual production rate of 250 units, and assuming that the business does not grow, 
stakeholders may expect a full return on investment in under five years. However, it is BAE’s hope 
that production will increase to 500 units per year by the third year of operations as well as diversify 







For at least the first year of operations, BAE will hand build all AIRWT units. However, with BAE 
expects to reinvest its profits into further developing the business by automating its manufacturing 
process through designing and developing tooling, fixtures, and machinery to enable more efficient 
assembly. 
 
The team understands that manpower may be spread thin in the initial few months of the operation, 
and expects to keep at least ten AIRWT units in inventory as so to reduce manufacturing lead times in 
case a customer orders multiple units, or the team is too occupied with business development 
activities. 
 
Once the current warehouse reaches or exceeds maximum production capacity, the team will seek a 
secondary location to continue manufacturing operations. At that point, the team expects to be 
seeing enough revenue so that it may be able to pay the operating expenses for a larger location that 




Services and Warranties 
 
BAE will offer a two year limited warranty on the AIRWT system, which does not cover expendable 
items (i.e. the trimmer line, batteries, and mounting vehicle tires). If a major component does fail 
within the two years, the team will either repair or replace the system, depending on which option is 
most cost-effective for the team. 
 
Once a system has fallen out of warranty, BAE will offer repair services billed at $50 per hour per 
technician. In addition, replacement parts will be sold at a 15% markup in order to recoup costs 





The 45th annual Senior Design Conference was held on May 14,2015. The AIRWT team
presented in the Mechanical Engineering Session 2, held in the the Benson Center, Williman Room
from 3:25-4:00 PM. The proceeding sections show the slides presented during the conference as


















= Customer Use Case
= Project Vision and Scope
= Product Goals
= Test Results
= Future Development and Testing Plans
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AIRWT Mission Statement
= Reduce the need for the use of manual labor and 
herbicides
= Improve production rates of grapes 
= Automating the weed removal process
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Project Motivation
= Interest in design and controls
= Need for an automated weed-trimmer capable of 
operating on a hillside 
– Weeds steal nutrients, shelter pests, increase disease incidence
– Organic is popular but costly







– Allow small organic vineyards to gain a competitive edge on 
larger vineyards
= Environmental
– Zero emissions, fully electric system





= Health and Safety
– Eliminates need for intensive manual labor (and risk for injury 
using hand tools)
– Reduces risk for inhaling toxic chemicals (herbicides)
= Social





Design Requirements / Constraints
= Timing
– 9 month product development cycle
= limited scope
= Requirements for off the shelf/easily 
manufacturable parts
– Limited custom fabrication → cheaper overall system
= Requirements for automation
– Dictated need for sensor system, control system, and 
retracting system
= Need for environmentally sustainable system
– Identified need for a fully rechargeable electric system
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Design Requirements / Constraints
= Customer requirement for weed removal via 
trimming
– Led to use of an off the shelf weed wacker head
= Customer requirement to function on sloped 
environments











Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
= Three main requirements for sensor arm assembly
– Sensor arm must proceed the cutting head
– Three wheels for balance
– One wheel must be outside the cutting head
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING











Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
= Primary design concerns
– Sensor Arm
– Mounting plate
= All parts passed FEA
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING





Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING





Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING





Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Sensor Arm Pivot Concept
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING









































– Measure the tightness of the AIRWT trimmer-head path about 
the vine or trellis post. 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Cart Speed Performance Evaluation
= Purpose 
– To evaluate its performance at various cart speeds in order to 
determine which the acceptable cart speeds will yield 


















AIRWT Yes No Trim Yes Yes $3,000
Falconero Yes No Cultivate No No $6,000
Weed 





Yes Yes Cultivate No No $20,000
Pellenec 




















= Reshape mounting plate 




= Major restrictions of a 9 month product 
development cycle
– severe limitations on project scope
= hence the omission of an autonomous mounting vehicle in 
this design iteration
= Develop a fully electric mounting vehicle
= Adapt system for different agricultural sectors
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
What’s Next? (cont.)
= Scale-up/scale-out for different sized operations
= Use of heavy-duty (industry-grade) materials












FEA Analysis - Sensor Arm 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
FEA Analysis - Sensor Arm 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
FEA Analysis - Sensor Arm 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
FEA Analysis - Mounting Plate
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING





FEA Analysis - Mounting Plate







































Figure N.2: Early concept art for weed removal.





Figure O.1: Beginning of project contract signed by team.
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